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Fifth Report of TAAG 

I. Introduction 

This report covers the TAAG a ctivities during the peri od of time from 

De ce mber 1, 1982, t o  April 1, 1983. In a letter, dated February 9 ,  

1983, Mr. B .  K. Kanga, Director, TMI-2, requested that TAAG address the 

foll owing technical matters: 

(1 ) Prepare for GFU/Bec:htel use a draft of the section of the Safety 

Evaluation Report for Head Removal that addresses the matter of 

p yrophoricity of core debris. 

(2) Comment on the GPU design studies for defueling equipment including 

cannisters and core sampling that may be required to  confirm design 

requirements. 

(3) Res olve the lAAG comments on the plan for Pl enum Removal; develop a 

list of prerequisites for Plenum Removal.  

(4)  Assist in obtaining analyses of lead scre·w samples and an 

evaluation of the results; as a first step, prepare b y  Januar y 7 ,  

1983, the list of data t o  be obtained in the lab orator y analyses. 

(5) Continue to provide assistance related t o  the TAAG recommendations 

regarding react or buildi ng de contamination and characterization: 

a. Plans for cleaning 282' level. 

b.  Preparation of Radi ological Engineering Plans. 

c. Increase air flow and filtration. 

d.  Use of tunnel corcept. 

(6) Review d ocuments prepared for design and installation of the fuel 

transfer s ystem. 
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(7) Anal y ze "�ic k Scan" results. 

(8) Review head removal procedures .  (This item was later discontinued). 

(9) Provide assistance in technical planning and preliminary 

eng ineerirg related to refueling canal cleanup systems(s ). 

Specific areas of TAAG support are: 

a .  Establishing water clarity requirements and methods . 

b .  Establishing basic Re fueling Canal Cleanup 

System(s)/approadhes. 

(10) TAAG s hould re view the Man-Rem Dose Re-assessment prepared by GPU 

based upon the latest info rmation on manhours for various 

acti vities as well as the anticipated dose in t he plant . 

The report is organized with section for each of t he above items. 

Attachments and f�gures are included with each section. An errata 

statement for the Third TAAG report is included at t he end of this 

report. 
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I I .  Pyrophoricity of Core Debris During Head Removal 

B .  K. Kanga's (GPU/Bechtel) letter of February 9, 1983 requested that 

TAAG prepare a draft of the section of the Safety Evaluation Report for 
Head Removal that addresses the month of pyrophoricity of core debris. 
The following section of this report is the draft prepared by TAAG. 

4.3. 1.9 PYROPHORIC MATERIALS 

Introduction and Summary 

DRAFT 

Finely divided particles of some metals, metal hydrides, and partially 
oxidized metals can react with oxygen and, once the reaction is 

initiated, with water. Initiation can occur due to thermal effects, 

mechanical shock, or electric spark,  and can be very localized, with the 

reaction spreading from that point. Reaction of thin layers in open 
systems is not rapid , but wet powders react m ore vigorously than dry . 

Reaction is extremely unlikely ( or impossible) for the materials of 
interest when they are completely under water, and this is one of the 

safest means for collection and storage ( Re ference 1) . 

In NUREG-0683 "Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement Related 

to Decontamination and Disposal of the Radioactive Wastes Resulting from 

March 28, 1979, Accident Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2", NRC 

addressed the potential for zirconium hydride fires. This discussion 

stated that it was unlikely that a zirconium hydride ignition would 

occur and that zirc onium hydride would not ignite under water. As 

stated above , zirconium metal fines also are not subject to pyrophoric 

reactions under water. Based upon these considerations, there has been 

no potential for a pyrophoric zirconium or z irconium hydride reaction in 

the pressure vessel environment to date. However , during the head lift 
operations, the upper surface of the

-
plenum will be exposed to a ir for a 

period of time (estimated to be on the order of a few days) . It is 

during this time interval that the potential for a pyrophoric reaction 

must be evaluated. 
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As discussed below, a pyrophoric reaction is considered to be unlikely 
durirg head lift for the followiNJ reasons: 

0 

0 

Flow velocities during and following the accident were such that 
significant quantities of pyrophoric material would not be expected 

to have been transferred to the top o f  the upper plenum assembly. 

The results of the "Quick Look" and the "Quick Scan" tests tend to 
confirm this prediction. Those materials which might have been 

transferred would have been heavily oxidized. 

The dynamics of the accident were such that: 

1. Conditions to form substantial quantities of hydrides were not 
present. 

2 .  The fines that might have been carried to the upper plenum 
would most likely have been completely oxidized. 

3. Fines that might be on the plenum would be diluted with other 
fully oxidized and non-pyrophoric materials which would tend 

to inhioit a pyrophoric reaction. 

The above conclusions will be supported by the results of additional 

testing scheduled for completion prior to the head lift. These tests 
include a remote visual examination that will be made of the upper 

surface of the plenum. It is expedted that this examination will 
confirm that this surface does not contain significant quantities of 

core debris. 

The results of this examination will be forwarded to NRC for their 

information prior to the head lift. 
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Types o f  Pyrophoric Material 

Of the various materials that may be in the TMI reactor system, the 
following may be considered potentially (depending on physical form and 

envirorvnent) pyrophoric (capable of initiating and supporting an 

exothermic reaction with air, water, on some o ther oxidant): 

1 .  zirconium metal and alloys rich in zirconium; 

2.  partially or completely hydrided zirconium; 

3. partially oxidized zirconium metal; 

All other materials will remain relatively innocuous under the TMI-2 
accident conditions (Reference 2). 

This is a result of: 

0 

0 

0 

The small quantities present (e. g . ,  fission products) 
The stability of the materials (e. g. , oxides) 
The formation of stable materials under the accident conditions 

(e.g. , control rod materials) 

Pyrophoricity of Zirconium and Zirconium Hydrides 

It has long been known that many metallic powders, including zirconium 

metal and hydrides, can be hazardous to handle in air. This is due to 
their relative ease of ignition and the amount ana rate of energy 
released during combustion. There is also substantial experience that 

moist zirconium powders are particularly hazardous to handle because of 
their reaction with water once ignition does occur. 

A number of theories have been developed to explain the various fires 
and explosions that have occurred with z irconium. It is known that the 

pyrophoric tenoency is greater with particles of increasing 
surface-to-volume ratios. That is, powder particles in the micron range 

appear to oe the most likely to ignite. Larger particles, however, such 
as machine turnings can also ignite and burn. Propagation o f  the 
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reaction will be prevented if  inactive diluents (fully oxidized 

material) are present in large quantities. An oxide surface coating 
also impedes the ignition of a pyrophoric material. 

In addition to tne tendency for unoxidized metallic zirconium particles 

to auto-ignite, it has also been shown that zirconium hydride particles 
are pyrophoric. The hydride is formed when hydrogen is taken up by 

zirconium in the presence of steam or moisture which is heavily 

saturated with hydrogen. The uptake of hydrogen is believed to be 

impeded by a corrosion film on the surface o f  the metal .  SUch a coating 

existed on the outer surface of the TMI fuel rods as they existed in the 
reactor before the accident. However, under the conditions during the 

TMI-2 accident, formation of bulk hydride in localized regions of the 
core cannot be excluded. For example, in the case o f  a fuel rod, there 
is a possibility that when the rods ruptured, hydriding occurred on the 

ID of the cladding since there may not have been a protective corrosion 
. 

film. This is in contrast to the outside of the cladding which was 
protected by an adherent protective corrosion film. 

The pyrophoric reaction is intiated by reaction of the material with air 
or other non-inert gases and, possibly in the case o f  extremely reactive 

surfaces at elevated temperatures, with water . Initiation causes a 
localized high temperature on the surface, which can ignite other 

material (such as hydrogen) , propagate (in the case of fine metal 

particles), or quench (for large particles, as an oxide film forms). 
Propagation in air is not fast, requiring seconds to spread over a 

significant area. The reaction is limited by air accessibility to the 
metal surface. 

The reaction is more rapid if  the material is wet because the 

metal-water reaction can follow initiation. Since liquid water contains 
much more oxygen per unit volume than does air, the oxygen availability 

is much greater. The reaction generates hydrogen which immediately 

burns in the surrounding air i f  it is adequately available, causing a 
flame. If air is not available, the hydrogen could accumulate and cause 

and explosion when air is made available. A second effect is generation 
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of steam due to heating of the water. The result is that burning wet 

metal powder causes sparks and pieces of metal to be thrown into the air 
for short distances. The reaction has been described as like a railroad 

fuzee. However, in all cases in an open system, the reaction requires 
seconds to extend over an appreciable distance, and there is not a shock 

wave or semblance of an explosion. 

Clearly, there have been serious explosions involving zirconium scrap. 

Examination of these suggest that in such cases hydrogen could have 
accumulated in the container and the exploded. In a closed container 

the reaction of wet scrap with water slowly produces hydrogen and 
increases the temperature. It is emphasized that no evidence was found 

for an explosive reaction of scrap-type material in the form of 
uncontained and reasonably thin layers in open air. In fact, scrap is 

commonly made harmless by burning in the open. This uncontained 
environment is similar to that which would exist during the head lift 

operations. Hence, even if quantities of pyrophoric materials were on 
the upper surface of the plenum, they would burn harmlessly and would 
not explode. 

The methods used to safely handle, store and ship zirconium material 
requires the exercise of extra caution . The National Safety Council 

data sheet (reference 1) lists the safety considerations for shipping, 
storing and handling of zirconium particles. 

Core Debris on the Upper Plenum SUrface 

Information available to date indicates it is unlikely that there are 
significant quantities of core debris on the upper plenum surface. This 

conclusion is supported by: 

0 The "liJuid< Look" video tapes show that the top surface of control 

rod guide assembly first and second support plates have only the 

light corrosion film typical of-that founa in normal plants. This 

suggests that the plenum cover should also be free of debris. The 
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0 

''Quick Look" tapes also show the bottom surface of each support 
plate is uncontaminated, which indicates that there is no reason to 
believe there is any debris on the inside surface of the reactor 
vessel head. 

These results of the "Quick Look" examination also appear 
reasonable, based on the f�ow conditions predicted to exist at the 

time of the accident. In particular, the principal means by which 
fuel debris could reach the plenum top cover and inside surface of 

the vessel head is by entrainment in fluid flowing upward inside of 

the control rod guide assemblies. It should be note that this 

bypass flow was a small fraction of the total flow . With one 
reactor coolant pump running, such as occurred after the March 29, 

1979 accident , the vertical velocity within a guide assembly is 
estimated to be in the order of 0.3 feet per second in the region 
between support plates, and about 0.45 feet per second at the 
elevation of the support plates. This velocity is sufficiently low 

that most of the entrained fuel debris would settle out before it 

could reach the top end of a guide assembly .  Only small particles, 

on the order of tens of micron in size or less, co�ld reach the 
upper end of the guide assembly. Because of their small size and 
the core conditions that resulted in their formation, any particles 

that did reach the upper plenum surface are likely to be completely 

oxidized . 

References 3 and 4 evaluated the results of the Quick Scan 

experiment discussed in reference 5 .  These studies concluded that 
the activity levels measured in the upper plenum were likely a 
result of cesium deposition. Reference 3 calculations show that i t  

i s  unlikely that the activity levels are a result of debris on the 
upper surface of the plenum. 
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Additional Sa fety cons iderations 

As stated earlier, the presence of hydrogen is an important fact or in 

deter m in ing t he sever! ty of a zirconium reaction. [AJrirg the period of 

time that t he water level will be l owe re d  prior t o  hea d  removal, air 

w ill be circulated throughout t he upper head volume at a rate greater 

than cfm. This will prevent t he accu mulation of hydrogen from any 

s ou rce in this regi on. 

Pri or to uncovering t he upper plenum su rfa ce, an under hea d  examination 

will be performed. This examination is expedited to  confi rm that debris 

on the su rface of t he plenum will not constitute a haza rd du ring the 

removal of t he head. 

Refererces 

1 .  National Safety Col.r'lcil Data Sheet 382 " Zir conium Powder" dated 1974. 

2. "Pyroph oric Reaction Possibilities in TMI -2 Core" ,  J. D. Wat rous, 

Westing house Hanford Co. , September 23, 1982. 

3. "TAAG Evaluation of TMI-2 Q.Jick Scan Results", MPR Ass ociates, Inc . ,  

January 25, 1983. 
4 .  D .  Cubi cci ott i memorandum t o  J. T. A .  Roberts date d January 3, 1983; 

SUbj: A Mechanism t o  Account for the Levels of Radioact ivit y in TMI-2 

Plenu m". 

5. GPUN Interoffice toemorandum from V .  R. Frid<e, Decembe r 17, 1982, No. 

4550.-82-067, "Q.Ji ck Scan'' Experiment. 
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I I I .  Design Studies for Defueling Equipment, and Core Sampling to Confirm 

Design Requirements 

TAAG comments on the design studies to date for defueling equipment and 
(2) core sampling that may be required to confirm the design 

requirements for such equipment are as follows. 

a. Design Studies for Defueling Equipment 

TAAG reviewed Chapter 5 "Fuel Removal" in the Bechtel report 

"Plenum and Fuel Removal" dated June 1982. This Bechtel study 

pertained to means for removing solid portions of fuel from the 

reactor. The results of the review are contained in Attachment 

III - One to this TAAG report section. In summary: 

0 

0 

The various concepts evaluated by Bechtel involve completelty 

new manipulators and associated bridge handling systems, as 
well as the controls which go along with such a system. This 

new equipment will likely be very costly and take a number of 
years to perfect based on past experience with similar 

equipment. It is recommended that an effort be undertaken to 
develop a concept which uses existing manipulators and 

bridges, instead of starting with new, complex, undesigned, 
and untried equipment. 

The concepts evaluated by Bechtel involve a containment 
barrier tank that runs from the outer edge o f  the reactor 

vessel flange up to the water surface. TAAG recommends that 
the question of a barrier vis-a-vis no barrier be examined in 

the development of the water quality management and debris 
removal systems. 

0 The Bechtel evaluation discusses the need for tools such as 
driller and end - mills which must take reaction loads to 

function properly. These types of tools will require 
development of special devices to handle the associated loads. 
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Tools which do not involve reaction loads such as plasma are 
cutters and electric discharge (EDM) devices, could likely be 

installed and supported by relativley simple hand tools and 

the existing bridge handling system. It is recommended that 
such non-reaction tools be considered for required drilling 

and cutting operations. It must be recognized, however, that 
the use of these devices, and the high temperatures which 

necessarily result, can lead to additional fission product 
releases. This aspect must be examined. 

b .  Core Sampling to Confirm Design Requirements 

TAAG discussed with EG&G the EG&G plan for a core examination and 
sampling program. Work to date on developing this program has 

focused on obtaining information which will be of use to the 
nuclear industry in assessing core behavior under accident 
condtions. While this program may well also provide information of 

use for confirming design requirements for defueling equipment and 
operations, this has not been the focus of the efforts to date. A 
dxaft of the program has been prepared and reviewed by an 

industry-wide group, the Technical Evaluations Group, and will be 
established in about May of 1983. TAAG intends to review this plan 

when it is available to assess its applicability for defueling 

operations, and to define any additional examinations which may be 
needed . 

TAAG near-term recommendations in their regard are as follows. 

0 Our understanding of the planned examinations is that they do 

not involve defining the mechanical characteristics of fuel 
debris which would have to be known for tool design, e . g . ,  

such as hardness, etc. "TMI - like" materials are currently 

being generated during the source of experimental work on 

acciaent condition at ORNL, and at the Power Burnt Facility. 
SUch materials could be employed for defining the physical 
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·--� Characteristics needed for tool design. In particular, based on 
discussion with ORNL, these materials could readily be made 
available for appropriate meChanical testing. It is recommended 

that material testing be considered. 

0 

0 

TAAG investigated the feasibility of using sonic testing 

techniques for characterizing the region of the core below the 

loose rubble bed seen in the "Quick Look". The two technique 
investigated were ultrasonic and sonar. Preliminary results 
indicate that, based on the model used, traditional ultrasonic 

methods have a low probability of success but that a device 
known as parametic sonar holds some promise for probing the 
loose rubble bed and the region below, possibly being able to 
determine the subsurface structure (e. g . ,  thickness and 
density) . TAAG intends to investigate further the feasibility 
of using the sonar device as well as clarifying the 

utilization of the ultrasonic means of thickness measurement. 

Examination plans do not involve assessing the amount of fuel 

which may have �f�S below the region of the lower core 
support plate to the region of the lower reactor vessel head. 
Preliminary evaluation by TAAG indicate that a fairly 

straightfoward approach may be available to obtain such 

information. In particular, it would involve lowering a TV 

camera down the annulus between the core barrel and the 

reactor vessel flange. SUch an insertion could also provide 

information on the condition of the core support assembly 

bolted connections. Access holes are available in the core 
barrel flange and have been used at other OTSG type plants for 
core support assembly inspections. An early inspection after 
.reactor vessel head removal, but prior to plenum assembly 
removal, would be made possible by drilling holes in the 

plenum assembly upper flange. It is recommended that the 

required plans, procedures, and tooling for such an inspection 

be developed. TAAG intends to pursue this matter further. 
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MPR ASSOCIATES. INC. 

Mr. William A. Hamilton 
P. o. Box 613 
Liggonier, Pennsylvania 15658 

February 18, 1983 

Subject: Review of Chapter 5- •Fuel Removal" in Bechtel's 
Study of Plenu� and Fuel Removal, dated June 1982 

Dear Mr. Hamilton: M 

Per your request, we have reviewed Chapter 5- "Fuel 
Removal" in Bechtel's study of Plenu, and Fuel Removal, 
dated June 1982. M 

Section 5.4.1 of the subject report puts forth four 
basic concepts for defueling TMI-2. The concepts and our 
comments are as follows: 

(1) The first concept is shown on Figure 5.4-1. This 
concept basically involves the use of a 
contamination barrier tank that runs from the 
outer edge of the reactor vessel flange area up to 
the water surface. The tank has sealable doors on 
either end to allow fuel and equipment to be 
passed in and out. There are two new telescoping
type fuel handling manipulators inside the barrier 
tank area that operate off a new type of 
trolley/bridge mechanism. (See Figure 4.5-1, 
Sheet 2 of 2). Basically this concept will 
involve developing two completely new types of 
manipulators and their associate bridge-handling 
systems as well as all the controls that go along 
with such a system. In addition, the various 
operating mechanism and tools for the end of the 
manipulators will have to be developed. In this 
regard, based on the earlier TAAG work (see the 
Third TAAG report, page 23), the contamination 
barrier tank may cause more problems than it is 
worth. The proposed new telescoping-type 
manipulators and their bridges are going to be a 
major development undertaking that will be very 
costly and take a number of years to perfect based 
upon past experience with similar manipulators. 
Also, the development of the grapple devices and 
the various tools for the lower ends of these 
manipulators will also be a major undertaking, 
particularly for a "one-time" job such as TMI-2. 
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Also , a duplicate set of equipment w i l l  also have 
to be provided for the spent fuel pool outside of 
the containment building so the t r a i n ing of people 
can be done away from high radiation areas.  This 
concept will take many mi llions of dollars to 
develop and will involve two to three years of 
e f fort before i t  works satisfactor i ly and i s  
r e liable enough for use i n  the TMI-2 
environment.  An i tem of par t icular concern with 
newly developed complex equipment is that i t  has 
not been really debugged by actual

· 
f ield 

experi ence before i t  is used in TMI- 2 .  

2 .  The second and third concepts are basically shown 
on Figure 5.4-B. These concepts use a d i fferent 
type of containment ba r r i e r .  Basically it is a 
cylinder type platform mounted on the reactor 
vessel flange which has a rotating d r i ve 
mechanism. This rotating platform has a traveling 
table with a hole through which the manipulator 
tool works . By rotating the platform and moving 
the table , -the small access hole in the table can 
be pos i t ioned over any area of the cor e .  The 
man ipulator works down in the core region through 
the relatively small hole of the moveable table. 
In · these concepts a new telescoping manipulator is 
also provided and should present the same type of 
problems as d iscussed in concept #1 above . 
Another vari ation of these concepts involves the 
use of a manual tools to be used l i k e  a 
man ipulator , through the same rotating cylinder 
concept. Here ag a i n ,  I believe the contamination 
bar r i e r  in th is concept w i l l  unnecessar ily 
complicate defueling operations and g reatly limit 
the abil i ty to de-fuel this pla n t .  L i kewise, the 
deve lopment of a new telescoping manipulator for 
t h i s  one-time application w i l l  have the same 
problems as d i scussed previously i n  concept 1 
above. 

3. Concept 4 can be seen on Figure 5.4-16 {sheets 1 
and 2 ) . Th i s  concept basically has a telescoping 
umbrella for a contamination bar r i e r  that mounts 
to the O.D. of the reactor vessel area and to the 
upper por t ion of the telescoping mast of a 
man ipulator . Under this umbrella there are also 
several other remote art iculated manipulator-type 
tools. There is a magnetic trap door in one side 
of th i s  telescoping umbrella which allows a fuel 
cannister bucket to be moved in and out of the 
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umbrella area.  Having remote manipulator tools 
operating under a flexible umbrella contamination 
bar r i e r  will probably create a major problem for 
maintenance on such tools as well as eliminate any 
k i nd of visual access for working w i th the tools 
except by remote TV. These a r ticulated underwater 
tools will be " s tate of the a r t" type devices and 
be an onerous and expensive new development effor t 
for a •one-time" operation such as TMI- 2 .  

I t  would appear to us , based on what we've learned from 
TMI-2 since the subject study was prepared , that another 
effort should be made to develop and prepare a more simple 
and d i rect �oncept for removing the solid parts of the fuel 
d�br i s .  Specifically, we would suggest that an effort be 
undertaken to o a concept which uses the exi st ing 
man1pu lators and br idges, 1ns ea of star t1ng Wl , 
complex ,  undes1gned and untried equipment .  I t  may be 
possible to develop d ifferent types of limited purpose tools 
which could be at tached to the ends of the e x is ting 
manipulator to r emove core debr i s .  Also , i t  would be prudent 
to try to look at tools that do not involve reaction loads 
for cutting and dri lling operations to minimize the need to 
develop special devices to handle loads caused when using 
saw and d r i l l  type of tool s .  The other advantage of 
building todls around the exi s ting manipulator i s  that one 
of these machines also e x i s ts now in the spent fuel building 
where it could be used to train operators .  Accordingly, we 
r ecommend that another attempt be made of developing a 
s impler defueling concept using the exi s t i ng fuel handling 
equipme n t .  

I n  add i t ion t o  the above general comments , the 
enclosure to th is letter contains detailed comments on fuel 
removal c r i t e r i a .  

I f  you have any questions regarding th i s  matter , please 
do not hes i ta te to call . 

cc:  Ed S i s e ,  Newport News 
Ed Wag ner , Burns & �oe 
Harold Burton, EGG 

S i ncerely yours,  





Detailed Comments on Cr i te r i a  

for Fuel Removal at TMI-2 

General C r i t e r i a  (page 5 . 2 . 1) 

Enclosure 

1 .  The requirements of Parag raph 5 . 2 . 2  may result i n  an 

expensive set of tools to cover "any combination" of 

defined core cond i tion s .  A r e  you sure you don't want 

to be more selective and obtain just basic tools 

i ni t i ally! 

2 .  Do not believe a physical contamination bar r i e r  around 

reactot vessel opening should be required as per 

Parag r aph 5 . 2 . 6 .  Based on earlier TAAG wor k ,  not clear 

that physical contamination bar r ier i s  necessary or 

should be used . (See fourth paragr aph on page 23 of 

the third TAAG report dated August 31,19 82).  

3 .  Paragraph 5 . 2.7 : Not sure we should be requ i r ed all 

fuel canister loading operations to w i thin envelope of 

reactor vessel and physical contamination bar r ie r .  





4. Paragraph 5 . 2 . 8  seems to overstate the requi rement for 

keeping debris from falling through openings i n  CSA 

g r i d  plate . (Words in the last parag r aph on page 5 . 3-5 

seem more realistic and meaningful . )  

5 .  Paragraph 5 . 2 . 1 2  requires the development of a "Special 

Nuclear Ma terial Accountabi l i ty Progr�m" for removal of 

the TMI-2 Cor e .  I t  i s  my impression that the NRC bas 

agreed that this is not required for the special case 

of the TMI-2 core removal . 

6 .  Section 5 . 3 . 2.1 indicates that the vacuum head should 

be controlled by remote positioners which provides the 

operator w i th force feedback information. Based on 

experience w i th such equipment , i t  is not clear that 

the add i t ional complex i ty of a force feedback system i s  

warr anted or even needed. 

7 .  Section 5.3.2.3 d i scusses the need for d r i l l s ,  end

m i l ls , core drills, saws , e t c .  for d i sassembling the 

TMI-2 cor e .  All of these remot� tools require that 

they take reaction loads to function prope r l y .  Taking 

of such reaction loads can add considerably to the 

comple x i ty of these tools , par t icularly if the ·tool has 

to s i t  on uncontrolled surface s .  Tools such as plasma 
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e-. 
ar�, ELOX, MOM, etc. can make rough cuts o f  mater i al 

and do not involve reac t i ng loads: therefore, they can 

be r�ughly positioned by relatively simple handtools 

which a r e  assisted by a crane that takes the bulk of 

the weight. 

8. Section 5 . 3 . 2 . 5 ,  {page 5 . 3-5 , f i r s t  paragraph} states 

"In all cases, the bottom l i f ting device must have the 

abi l i ty to r a i se the removed fuel assembly into a 

bottom loaded sleeve that w i l l  eventually d i scharge i ts 

contents into a fuel cani ster . As the fuel assembly i s  

r a ised into the sleeve, i t  passes through a roller 

,system that inwardly deforms broken or bowed fuel 

• • • • 
w I t  fs not clear that requ i r ing " rollers" for 

such devices are ·warranted and that other device may 

not be better and more flexible for this case . Why not 

say what you want accompl ished and not "How To"? 

9. Section 5 . 3 . 2. 5 ,  (page 5 . 3 . 5 ,  fourth paragraph) . You 

may not be able to l i f t  a fuel assembly w i th an in-core 

ins trument installed unless you cut the in-core 

instrument underneath the bottom of the fuel assembly's 

end - f i t ting before you l i f t  i t .  Accordingly , i t  would 

be prudent to have such a cutting device th�t could be 

made avai lable in a reasonable time per iod.  
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IV.  Resolution of TAAG comments for Plenum Removal and Development of 

Prerequisites 

TAAG conments on the B&W plan for Plenum Removal have been resolved;  

however the B&W planning study assumed for seeping purposes that 10% of 

the Kr-85 remaining in the fuel could be released instantaneously during 

plenum removal operation. This corresponds to a Kr-85 release of about 

1,900 curies. TAAG indicated in the fourth TAAG report that such a 

release may be unrealistically high, and recommended that a mechanistic 

evaluation be performed to define more realistically the amount of gas 

release which could occur. 

ORNL has perfomred such a mechanistic evaluation of fission gas 

release.  In particular, the evaluation considered the inventory of 
Kr-85 present in the outer row of fuel assemblies which might stll be 
intact because they were cooled by radiant heat transfer. The 

evaluation also considered the fraction of Kr-85 in these fuel 

assemblies which could have migrated from the oxide fuel to the fuel rod 

gas plenum. The evaluation indicates that the calculated amount of 
Kr-85 available in fuel rod plenum for release is 30 curies,  i .e.  1.5% 
of the release assumed for seeping studies in the B&W report. The 

greatest uncertainty in calculated value of 30 curies is the number of 

surviving fuel rods that are leak tight. An examination of the 

parameter involved in the ORNL evaluation show that the release is most 

likely between 0 and 100 curies of Kr-85. 

In summary, the ORNL evaluation indicates that the amount of Kr-85 

available for release from intact fuel rods in calculated to be 30 

curies,  and could be as low as zero or are high as 100 curies. This is 

a small fraction of the release assumed in the B&W evaluation, and 

considered not to represent a significant problem. 
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Prerequisites for Plenum Removal 

A .  Introduction 

TAAG has continued to review the prerequisites for the various 

stages of core defueling operations.  This section of the report 

presents suggested prerequisites for the plenum left . Emphasis was 

placed on the environmental conditions which must exist in the 

flange region and preparations which should be made in advance for 

incidents or equipment difficulties. 

This Section is divided into the following subsections: 

0 General Prerequisites and Contingency Planning 

0 Plenum Removal Operations 

Each recommended prerequisite will be discussed individually in the 

appropriate subsection. The order of the discussions of 
recommended prerequisites does not relate to their relative 
importance.  

It is assumed that the plenum lift procedures will, where possible, 
utilize the techniques used in the past, modified as necessary to 

account for the effects of the accident . Hence, the prerequisites 

discussed herein address those aspects of the lift that may change 

due to the unique Unit 2 conditions and do not address the 

prerequisites for a conventional plenum removal, many of which it 

is assumed will be used for this lift. 
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B. General Prerequisites and Contingency Planning 

1.  A safety evaluation of the plenum lift and associated 

activities should be prepared under GPU's direction for 

submittal to NRC. 

If satisfactory to NRC, the report should use the same format 
at the "APSR" Testing", "Quick Look", and Head Lift Safety 

Evaluations .  

Maximum use should be made of the APSR testing , Quick Look and 

Head Lift Safety Evaluations. The p rerequisites for the Head 

Lift Safety Evaluation suggested in the third TAAG Report nave 
applicability to the plenum removal.  A majority of these 
prerequisites are applicable to the plenum removal 

operations. It is considered that the actions required to 

assure safety for the head lift operations will also be 

required for the plenum removal. 

2. The safety of the lifting operation itself from a load drop 
consideration should be discussed in the Safety Evaluation. 

It is anticipated that this discussion would show that the 

1979 accident did not result in any changes to the safety 

considerations relating to a load drop other than those 

actions required to repair and requalify the crane. 

3. The possibility of the existence of pyrophoric materials from 

the core and the safety implications thereof should be 

discussed in the Safety Evaluations. 

4. Potential radiation exposure of operating personnel and the 

actions taken to minimize such exposure should be addressed in 

the Safety Evaluations. 

5. Any discharges of radioactivity should be identified and 
quantified in the Safety Evaluations. 
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6. The plenum may remain in its post lift configuration for an 

indefinite period of time. The general safety considerations 

of this static condition should be evaluated. This evaluation 

should include: 1) the possible effects of the 1979 accident 

and post accident condition on the plant's long term safety ;  
2) the effects o f  the possible environment events (flood, 

earthquake, etc. ) on plant safety . It is antici pated that it 

can be shown that many of the pre-accident evaluations of 

these events apply to the post accident condition. 

7 .  The environmental conditions that will exist during the plenum 

removal operations - radiation fields, special clothing, 

respirators, spe cial contamination barriers and radiation 
shields, revised crane controls,  communications equipment, 

etc. - should be considere d in revising the existing plenum 
lift procedures and supporting training program. 

8 .  The training, maintenance and QA programs to support the 

plenum lift operation should consider the lifting and handling 

problems that have occurred in the past in industry . GPU 
should review the problems others have had and assure they 

have learned from these events. 

9 .  Materials used inside the containment including polyethlene ,  

herculite, etc. , should be fire retardant. 

10. A detailed training and QA program should be used to support 

the plenum assembly lift operation. 

1 1. Special tests, if any, during pre-plenum lift or plenum lift 

operations should be limited to those tests required to 

support the plenum lift. Tests to obtain accident consequence 
data should be limited to those tests that will not delay or 

interfere with the removal of the plenum. 
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12. The general work area should be under TV surveillance and the 
operations should be recorded. 

13. The procedures and equipment to be used for the plenum lift 
should provide for contamination control during the lift and 

transfer. 

14. During the plenum lift, transfer and subsequent securing of 

the pressure vessel after the lift, no other testing or 

changes should be made to the reactor primary plant or 

supporting auxiliaries. The containment should be intact and 
closed. 

15. Emergency equipment and procedures should be readily available 
to respond to the loss of indexing fixture shield water. 

16. The source range neutron instrument monitoring limits, 
established for the APSR test, should be reissued for the 
plenum lift . 

17. Decay heat removal should be reviewed including an evaluation 
of the need for a backup heat removal path and the methods 

that will be used to monitor the heatup, the basis for 

temperature limits, the time available to take corrective 

action if required. 

18.  Discuss potential radiation levels with all operating and 
support personnel. 

19. Identify and evaluate, as appropriate, any new short or long 
term water chemistry considerations. 

20. Publish a safety report to cover safe removal of the plenum 
under essentially normal removal conditions and include an 

evaluation of contingency removal processes. 
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21. In order for the continued reactor shutdown, the following 

conditions should be identified and maintained: 

(a) The use of commercially available direct alarming boron 

monitoring equipment is in place, and is operational to 
monitor the boron concentration in the primary coolant of 
the R .  V .  

(b) Fire fighting procedures have been changed to preclude 
the use of unborated water in the canal or overhead areas. 

(c) Procedures and material are readily available to assure 

boron control in the event make-up water is added during 

a loss of coolant accident . 

(d) Where possible, the process of positively isolating 

dilution sources by use of the disconnects and flanges 

have been extended from those used for the "Quick Look".  

22. Detailed step-by-step procedures and emergency equipment of 
the following operations prepared for closure head removal, 

should be reviewed for applicability to the plenum removal 

operations and are available to cover operations. 

(a) Crane testing 

(b) Primary and secondary water l evel control 

(c) Boron chemistry control 

(d) water chemistry control 

( e) Hydrogen monitoring and control 

(f) Radiation monitoring 

{g) Long-term pl enum storage 

{h) Long-term layup of the plant after plenum removal 

23. Contingency plans should be d eveloped for the plenum lift that 
recognize the unique conditions that may exist during lifting 

and transfer operations. 
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24. The RV cover plate used after closure head removal operations 

should be readily available for use after plenum removal 

operations. 

25. GPU should review the existing Unit 2 t echnical specifications 

to det ermin e  if any changes are required. Any changes should 

b e  identified promptly. Actions should be initiated by GPU at 

that time to make any changes required. 

26. Radiations levels in the areas where work is to be performed 
should be controlled to l ess than 50mr/hr.  These l evels 

should be achieved by controlling water activity, through the 

use of shielding, or some combination of these two factors.  

27. The airborne activity within the work area should be monitored 

by alarming Continuous Air Monitors (CAM' s) . 

28. An enclosed environment with a clean air sourc e should be 

provided to minimize the need for respirators and simplify 

contamination control. 

:29. In order to minimize the possibility of uncontrolled boron 

dilution, all sources of unborated (below 3700 ppm) water 

above the canal region should be drained and disconnected. A 
water exclusion area should be established. 

30. In addition to CAM's, gamma alarms and monitors should be 

located in the working environment during the plenum assembly 

lift. 

31. The pl enum assembly removal and transfer procedure should be 
based upon the use of standard procedures modified as 

n ecessary to reflect specific post-1979 accident conditions. 
The procedures should not attempt to provide contingency st eps 
in the event a significant operation does not go as planned. 
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The procedure should require that operations be terminated and 

the plant placed in a safe condition (defined) in the event 

difficulties are encountered either with the execution of the 
procedures or with the support equipment. In the event of 

difficulties, alternate procedures can then be established for 

the specific difficulties encountered. 

32. It is recognized that it is likely that minor changes to the 

procedures may be desired as the plenum assembly lift 

operation progresses. To facilitate these changes and at the 

same time assure proper review, a test group having 

representatives from the Unit 2 operations, engineering and 

safety organizations should be established. This group will 

have the authority to determine that a change is consistent 

with the original procedure intent , and does not introduce a 

new or change an existing safety consideration. Under these 

conditions, and subject to NRC approval, the group (under 

uranimous agreement) may approve on the spot procedure changes. 

B. Plenum Removal Operations 

The following conditions exist as pre-requisites to plenum removal: 

1. The reactor vessel head is removed and parked on the storage 

stand at the 347 elevation. 

2. The canal seal plate is in place and adequate for canal flood 

as necessary to support plenum re moval activities. 

3. The polar crane and rigging has been refurbished and qualified 

to 170 tons. 

4 .  The canal fill/drain/cleanup systems are operable. 

5.  The Internal Indexing Fixture work platform will not interfere 

with operations performed through the 69 control rod guide 

assemblies and the ID/OD of the plenum cylinder. 
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6. The Internal Indexing Fixture work platform will support 2" 

lead shielding and 6 men with tooling. 

7. The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is cleaned to as low as 

practicable (� 0.1  � ci/ml) . 

8 .  Required building services (including service air, electric 

power, communications, etc . )  are avai lable . 

9 .  Canal deep end preparations including transfer equipment 

modifications have been completed to support canal fill. 

1 0 .  Inspection has been performed t o  determine the actual 
conditions regarding debris deposition and cleaning required 

on the plenum as well as to identify damage or distortion to 

the plenum or in the vicinity of LOCA restraints. 

11 . Video support equipment is available and ready for use for 

confirmation and t rouble-shooting . 

12. The keyways in the Internal Indexing Fixture have been removed 

o r  modified to support the plenum removal. 

13. A safety evaluation of the plenum assembly remova l  lift and 
associated activities has been prepared for submittal to NRC. 

I f  satisfactory to NRC, this report should use the same format 

as the "APSR Testing," Quick Look," and "Head Lift" safety 

evaluations . 

14. Maximum use has been made of the "APSR Testing", "Quick Look" 

and "Head Lift" safety evaluations. 
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15. A revised discussion of boron dilution, reflecting plenum lift 

conditions has been incluaed in the safety evaluation report . 

16. A revised discussion of water control reflecting the plenum 

assembly removal conaitions has been included in the safety 

evaluation report. 

17. Criticality considerations during plenum removal activities 

are enveloped by existing or planned criticality evaluations. 

18. The Procedure includes the leveling/alignment process to 

assure successful withdrawal, specifying the cleaning and 

inspection methods and identifies needed mockup for 

proof-of-principal testing of tools and techniques as well as 

training for operations. 

19. The lift lugs have been load tested prior to plenum removal .  

20. Prior to plenum lift a visual inspection has been made to 

determine the need to clean the plenum during or prior to the 

l ift. If it is determined they will be required procedures 
and equipment must be available prior the plenum removal. 
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V.  Lead Screw Samples 

Chemical and metallographic analysis of at least one of  the lead screws 

that had been extracted from the reactor vessel could provide valuable 

insights in four district areas of pertinence to recovery operations. 
First, identification of the nature of the strongly adherent cesium on 

the lead screws, by metallorgraphic examination, could yield information 

of  particular utilitiy to the eventual selection of  methods for the 

decontaminating the components underneath the reactor vessel head and 
o ther surfaces in the upper plenum region. Second, knowledge of the 

manner in which the adherent radiocesium is distributed along the length 
of the lead screw can help in providing a more realistic estimate of 

radiation fields and dose rates which would be encountered during heaa 

and plenum lifts. In addition, a limited amount of  information can also 
be obtained regarding the effect of base material on cesium retention, 

because of the two differing types of alloy of which the lead screw is 

c omprised. Third , chemical analysis of the debris which had deposited 
on lead screw surfaces yield further information on the physico-chemical 

characteristics of material which had been transported away from the 

c ore, through the primary system, during the accident . Lastly, chemical 
analysis of this debris can also assist in deliberations currently 

underway to assess the likelihood of encountering a problem with 

pyrophoric materials during head lift. 

For the reasons enumerated, TAAG recommenos the following actions: 

(l)  Accurate gamma scans be made of all three lead screws which had 

been removed from the reactor vessel. These scans could 

subsequently be used to select regions for detailed metallorgraphic 

examination. 

(2) Metallographic examinations be made of selected lead screw segments 

in an effort to identify the nature of the adherent cesium. 
Particular attention should be given to resolution of the two 

differing viewpoints presented to  TAAG, whether the cesium is 
associated with an oxide layer or is contained within (or by) a 
b oriae coating. 
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(3) Complete chemical analysis of debris collected from the lead screw 

should be made, and a determination of the size range of the 

particles comprising the debris should be attempted. 

(4) If chemical analysis of the loose debris indicate the presence of 

unoxidized zirconium, tests for phyrophoricity should be 
conducted. TAAG has provided guidance concerning the examinations 

that should be conducted; these are appended as Attachment V-One. 

Moreover, some of the chemical and metallographic analyses on 

leadscrew segments have been completed. Although results of these 

analyses have been presented to TAAG during the latter part of the 

period covered by this report , the data are preliminary and await 

more detailed examination before definitive conclusions can be 

drawn. However , based on the preliminary results it appears that: 

° Cesium on the leadscrew surfaces is associated with an oxide 

film. 

0 Debris removal from a leadscrew piece contains no unoxidized 

zirconium and, accordingly , is not pyrochloric. 
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Mr . William H .  Hamilton 
Consul t ing Engineer 
Post Off ice Box 613 
Ligonier , PA 15658 

December 2 9 ,  1 9 8 2  

Mr . Richard P .  Allen 
Co�rosion Research and Engineering Section 
Battelle Pac i f i c  Northwest Laboratory 
Richland , Washington 99352 

Subject: Three Mile Island Un i t  2 Leadscrew Testing 

Dear Mr . Allen:  

A t  the request of Mr . B.  K.  Kanga, GPU Nuclea r ,  the 
TMI-2 Technical Assistance and Advisory Group (TAAG) have 
defined test requirements for the section of control rod 
d r i ve leadscrew which was recently sent to PNL. In parti
cular � TAAG was requ�sted to def ine tests to determine 
whether debr i s  present on the surface of the leadscrew piece 
is pyrophoric in nature. 

I n  add i t ion, measurements at the TMI s i t e  indicate lead
screw radiat ion levels are h i gh due to surface contamination 
w i t h  cesium, and remain high after flushing w i th clean wate r .  
Radiation levels of the reactor internal structures i n  the 
reg ion below the reactor vessel head are also h i gh , and may 
have the same type of cesium contamination as the leadscrews . 
Accordingly, tests are also needed to characte r i z e  the lead
screw contamination , e . g .  to determine whether it is present 
( 1 )  in loose debr is on the leadscrew sur face, ( 2 ) w i th i n  the 

adherant oxide f i lm of the leadscrew, or ( 3 )  in the base 
meta l .  

The r ecommended testing i s  def ined i n  the a ttachment to 
t h i s  l e t ter . The enclosure def ines the information to be ob
t a i ned f r om the tests, but does not def ine detai led specific 
testing techniques which you would employ. I would appre
c iate the oppor tunity for TAAG review of spe c i f i c  testing 
plans once they are developed. I n  this regar d ,  I have asked 





Mr . Richard P .  Allen - 2 - December 2 9 ,  1982 

Dr . E .  A .  Evans of the Westinghouse Hanford Engineer ing 
Development Laboratory, and a member of TAAG , to review your 
test plan s ,  and answer any questions you may have w i th regard 
to the enclosed test descr iption . 

cc: E .  A .  Evans, HEDL 
B .  K .  Kang a ,  GPUN 
A .  Robe r t s ,  EPRl 

Sincerely,  

cr� --'-2. � �;fw. H .  Hamilton, Chairman 
TAAG 





Dece,mber 2 9 ,  1982 

TMI-2 LEADSCREW PIECE TESTING 
AT BATTELLE PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY 

A .  Purpose 

The purpose of the test ing is to: 

1 .  Determine whether the debr i s  on the surfaces of 

the leadscrew piece contains small s i ze particles 

of unoxi d i zed z ircaloy, and i n  sufficient concen

t r ation, to cause a concern w i th pyropho r i c i ty .  

2 .  Characterize the surface radiat ion level of the 

leadscrew piece , i . e . ,  identify the major i sotopes 

contributing to the radiat ion leve l ,  whether the 

r adiation source i s  local ized in ( 1 )  loose surface 

debr is ( 2 )  adherant oxide film or ( 3 )  base metal, 

and the chemical form of deposited cesium. 

B .  Pyrophor ic Testing 

1 .  Collect loose debr i s  from the l e adscrew surface, 
and i ts plastic wrapping mate r i a l ,  for use in the 

/ 
testing. The intent i s  to collect a sample which 

contains primarily loose debr i s  which might have 

settled out on the leadscrew surface s ,  r a ther than 

a sample conta i n i ng corrosion product film from 

the leadscrew surface. Accord i ngly, mild con

tamination r emoval techniques should be employed , 

e . g .  brush the surface w i th a soft brush . 





2 .  Determine the weight percent of the var ious 

elements contained in the sample . These should 

include zirconium, uranium, iron, nicke l ,  and 

chromium. Possible techniques include (1) a tomic 

absorption of d i s solved debr i s  or ( 2) x-ray 

fluorescence. 

3 .  Determine the extent of oxidation of the zi rconium 

contained in the sample , and its crystalline struc

ture.  Possible techniques include Auge r ,  ESCA, 

MOLE (Laser excited Ramann spectroscopy) and metal

lographic ( i f  larger s i ze pieces a r e  available . )  

4 .  Determine the s i ze distr ibution of the particles 

contained in the sample .  The s i ze ranges of any 

zirconium particles present should be determined 

specifically, i f  poss ible . The weight fraction in 

each of the following s i ze ranges should be deter

mined� le�s than 1 0  micron, 10-20 micron, 20-50 

micron, 50-100 micron, greater than 100 micron. A 

possible technique is SEM. 

C .  Sur face Contamination Characte ri zation 

1 .  Progressively remove the leadscrew surface de

posits by ( 1 )  vigorous brushing to remove the 

loose oxide f i lm and any remaining surface debris 

( 2 )  electrolytic descaling or severe chemical 

t reatment to remove the adherant corrosion product 

f i lm. 

2 .  Each decontamination step should be accompanied by 

lead screw dose rate m·easurement a t  contact with 
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the surface, plus a gamma scan of the removed 

contamination and leadscrew sur face to determine 

the signif icant isotopes and curies of each 

present. 

3 .  Metallographic examination of the leadscrew sur

face before and after descaling to iden t i fy the 

s t r ucture of the oxide f i lm ,  and the extent of i ts 

removal. In add i t ion, the descaled sur face should 

be examined for evidence of intergranular attack, 

and for evidence of cesium and iodine associated 

w i th chromium in the attack region. 

Locali zed examinations to determine the ces ium and 

iodine content of the oxide film, and the chemical 

form of these element s ,  should also be 

a t tempted . A possible technique i s  Auger analy

s i s .  I t  would also be desirable to sputter the 

adherant oxide f i lm sur face to a depth of several 

hundred angstroms to determine i f  contained cesium 

i s  highly locali zed at the surface . 
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VI. .Reactor BUilding Decontamination and Characterization 

A. Plans for cleaning 282' level 

GPUN/Bechtel completed a Planning Study and a Plan in January 1983 
concerning Sludge Removal from the Reactor Building Basement. The 

study considered four principal alternatives: 

a) Collect sluoge, process outside reactor building 

b) Collect sludge, process in reactor building 

c) Collect sluoge, shield and store in reactor building 

d) Flush basement to solubilize cesium, remove cesium in SDS 

Alternative a) was selected as the preference and was the basis for 

the plan. In alternative a) a remote, automated collection system 

was planned. Sludge slurry would be pumped from the reactor 

building to a sludge processing system located in the auxiliary 

building. The processing system would include separation ,  

solidification and packaging capability. 

TAAG had previously reviewed and commented on the Reactor Building 

Decontamination and Characterization including the 282' level. 

Recommendations were reported in the Fourth TAAG Report dated 

December l ,  1982. In summary the recommendations applicable to the 

2�2' level were: 

l. Evaluate effects of leaching of cesium from the oasement 

during fill/pumpout cycles. use as basis for planning the 

sludge removal program. 

2. Evaluate the use of about 18 inches of shield water in the 

basement to reduce oose rates above EL 305 floor. 

3. Determine cesium penetration into concrete by such methods as 

taking core samples. 
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TAAG was requested by B. K. Kanga 's letter of February 9, 1981 to 
provide assistance regarding the plan for cleaning the 282 level. 
TAAG reviewed the GPUN/Bechtel planning study and plan and presente 

recommendations to GPUN/Bechte1 in a meeting on February 24, 1981 . 
The background for the TAAG recommendations is the evaluation of 
leaching effects reported in Burns and Roe Technical Memo 3680-7. 

A copy of revison of this Technical Memo dated April 4, 19837 is 

Attachment V-A-One . 

In Attachment V-A-One the potential sources of cesium and stronitum 

appearing in the water being pumped out of the reactor building 

basement were identified. Estimates were made of the quantities of 

Cs-137 that could have existed in there sources at the time the 

basement was first pumped-down to EL 281-6. An isotopic balance 

was then made of the Cs-137 concentration data for all pumpouts 

from that time to present. 

Attachment V-A-1 concludes that Cs-137 and Sr-90 are continuing to 
appear from a leachable source . The source is postulated to be the 

sludge and concrete that was flooded for about 3 years with water 

containing about 160 � Ci/ml of Cs-137. 

Based upon the conclusion of Attachment Y-�One TAAG recommended: 

1 )  Flush and remove cesium from EL 282-6 thru SDS as long as 
significant cesium removal continues. A target of 1 Ci/day 

was suggested be attained before terminating this cesium 

r emoval process . This flushing process would be the most 

Man-Rem effective alternative for removing the cesium from the 

sludge and other leachable sources . It was also noted that 

the sludge samples taken to date indicate that the 9 percent 

solids fractions is a gel-like consistency which may also 

breakdown and be removed with further flushing. 
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2) Make a determination of the actual gamma dose rate reduction 
from about 18 inches of shield waer on EL 282-6. If 

signficant dose rate reduction occurs , use shield water, 

possible throughout the duration of the defueling if needed. 

The counterveiling effect on gamma dose rates of cesium 

leaching into the shield water would cause occasional 

processing of the shield water to be necessary. A target of 

1 � Ci/ml Cs-137 was suggested to minimize the dose 

contribution from cesium in the shield water. 

3) Base the ultimate physical removal of sludge on the data 
acquired from leaching and shield water evaluations and 

additional sludge samples. As the sludge is diplexed of 

cesium and further breaks-down, the need for a separate sludge 
removal process may disappear. The remaining sludge may be 

removed in combination with removal of contaminated surface 

concrete .  
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ATTACHMENT VI-A-One 

TO FIFTH TAAG REPORT 
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ATTACHMENTS : 

( a )  TABLE 1 - PUMPOUT DATA FOR PUMPOUTS 1 6  TO 22 
( b )  TABLE 2 - ESTIMATED RESERVOIRS OF CS- 1 3 7  ON EL 

282 ' -6" 
( c )  FIGURE 1 - EL 282 ' - 6 "  CESIUM DIFFUSION MODEL 2 

SUMMARY 

Purpose 

( d )  FIGURE 2 - EL 282 ' -6 "  CESIUM DILUTION MODEL 
( e )  FIGURE 3 - ELEVATOR SHAFT AND CONCRETE LOADING 

PLATFORM 

High gamma dose rates persist in the basement of the TMI-2 reac
tor build ing despite the removal of the contaminated water from 
the basement. The source of these dose rates is suspected to be 
mainly the result of cesium (Cs- 1 3 7 )  contamination of the sludge 1 2 on the El . 282 ' -6" floor and of the long-flooded concrete . As 
discussed i n  Reference ( 1 ) ,  i t  may be possible to leach Cs- 1 37 
out of these areas by reflooding the basemen t .  This evaluation 
attempts to determine if radioactive cesium is leaching out of 
the basement based upon the appearance of Cs- 1 37 in the basement 
water as i t  is d iluted and pumped out of the reactor build ing . 
The evaluation is intended to assist in radiological engineering 
of the defueling and reactor building cleanup . 

Conclusions 

1 • Reactor building basement water Cs- 1 37 and Sr-90 isotopic 
balances considering all known volumes of water in com
munication with basement water indicate that cesium and 
strontium are leaching into the basement water . 
Approximately 7 , 000 curies ( C i )  of Cs- 1 37 have appeared from 
a leachable reservoir and been removed since the initial 
draindown in February 1 9 8 2 .  The rate of appearance con
tinues to provide significant decontamination of El . 
282 ' - 6 "  by removing approximately 25 Ci per day from the 
reservoi r .  The leachable reservoirs are presumed to be the 
sludge on the flooded concrete and the concrete itsel f .  

2 .  Evaluation of the sludge sample taken on 6/24/82 indicates 
that the sludge layer on the El . 282 ' -6 "  floor contaiojd a 
reservoir of 3672 Ci of Cs- 1 3 7  and 1 0 1 3  Ci  of Sr-90 . l > 
Since 3223 Ci of Cs- 1 37 have appeared and have been removed 
since the sludge sample was ta�en, it is probable that not 
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3 .  

all of this Cs- 1 37 is from the sludge layer . If all the 
cesium was from the sludge ,  it would now be depleted of 
cesium. The continuing appearance of Cs- 1 37 would then need 
to be from another reservoir such as the concrete . 

The available data for Cs- 1 37 activity in the basement wat�S indicates a decrease in activity with successive pumpouts. ( > 
Figure 1 shows the plot of Cs- 1 37 concentration vs time. A 
line fit was performed on these data points , which assumed an 
exponential decrease of concl Qtration with time . A 1 1 4-day 
time constant was obtained < J ,  which indicates that a 
1 uCi/ml concentration level of Cs- 1 37 can be attained by 
August 1 9 8 3 .  This assumes that pumpouts o f  water will con
tinue at the same rate through August . 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
' 

1 .  Washing of building surfaces and consequent dilution of the 

2 .  

basement water i s  effective i n  reducing activity and should 
continue as long as it remains effective. Activity con
centrations in the basement water and sludge should continue 
to be monitored as well as dose rates using TLD trees. 

A target of 1 uCi/ml of Cs- 1 37 should be used (based on con
sideration of using this water as shield ing ) .  

The major potential reservoirs ( concrete f i l l  slab and 
sludg e )  are directly affected by the water level being main
tained in the basement . Two other locations associated with 
the enclosed stair and elevator shaft could account for 
almost 5 , 500 additional C i .  These are not in communication 
with basement water and hence are not being treated directly 
by maintaining water in the basement .  Specific action, such 
as effectively flushing the pit to substantially dilute the 
water in the pit and further washing down the outside sur
faces and the surfaces inside the hollow blocks of the ele
vator shaft , is recommended. 

3 .  At a later date, after continued flushing of the basement , 
.the source of contamination appearing in the basement water 
should be confirmed . It is noted that this discussion has 
concentrated on Cs- 1 37 because of its contribution to dose 
rates. Strontium is much less soluble than cesium and does 
not have the same potential for removal by leaching . Also 
it tends to have greater ion exchange propensity with typi
cal concretes. Procedures to enhance the leaching of the 
remaining Cs- 1 37 and Sr-90 activity out of the 
sludge/concrete should be explored , and experiments to deve
lop enhanced leaching processes should be designed . 
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4 .  The nuclide concentrations in the basement water should be 
determined during subsequent pumpouts to further define the 
activity transport from the reservoir and to monitor 
progress toward a concentration of 1 uCi/ml Cs- 1 37 and an 
appearance rate of 1 Ci/day Cs- 1 37 .  · 

DISCUSSION 

Background : 

2 

In July of 1 98 0  about 7 0 0 , 00 0  gallons of water were in the TMI-2 
reacto� building basement with a Cs- 1 37 concentration of 1 60 
uCi/ml( 4 ) .  From July of 1 9 8 0  until September of 1 9 8 1  no water 
was removed from the reactor build ing basement , and water was 
added from continuing primary coolant system leakage to bring the 
total volume in the basement of about 7 � 0 , 000 gallons with a l 2 measured Cs- 1 37 activity of 1 38 uCi/ml(  > .  This Cs- 1 37 con
centration is consistent considering that approx imately 9 , 50 0  Ci 
of Cs- 1 37 were add itionally introduced into the basement from the 
reactor primary coolant system leakage over that same time inter-
val . Between September of 1 9 8 1  and February of 1 9 8 2  about 
60 1 , 0 00 gallons of water in 1 6  stages (batches ) were pumped out 
of the basement with some continued input to the basement from 
reactor system leakage of about 0 . 1  GPM. During this period the 
Cs-1 37 activity remained fairly constant at about 1 30 
uCi/ml ( �J indicating an equil ibrium situation. During this same 
period the Sr-90 ( �Jtivity also remained relatively constant at 
about 5 . 4  uCi/ml indicating an equilibrium situation for this 
isotope . 

Dilution And Curie Balance to April 1 9 8 2 :  

During March and April of 1 98 2  about 1 4 , 000 gallons of water were I 2 
added to the reactor building basement diluting the Cs- 1 37 acti-
vity to 1 1 8  uCi/ml . This water was principally from decon-
tamination activities and RCS leakage .  An activity balance 
comparing total curies of Cs- 1 3 7  before and after the dilution 
was performed on the basement water, including the water volu�3,. 
in the basement sump , instrument chase and underfloor drains. 2 It indicates that about 2 , 88 6  Ci of Cs- 1 37 appeared in the base-
ment water , i . e . ,  the d iluted concentration should have been 1 0 3 
uCi/ml of Cs- 1 37 rather than the measured value of 1 1 8  uCi/ml . 
The add itional Cs- 1 3 7  could have appeared from the sludge on the 
floor of El . 282 ' - 6 " , from within the concrete or from a volume 
of water not in communication with the basement wate r .  This same 
phenomena occurred with a Sr-90 activity concentration in the 
basement water as it actually increased slightly to a measured 
value of 5 . 8 2  uCi/ml after the dilution. ( See Table 1 . )  
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Sludge Sample Evaluation: 

On June 2 4 ,  1 9 8 2 ,  sludge samples were taken from the floor of El . 
282 ' - 6 "  and sent to ORNL for analysi s .  The results of this analy
sis indicated the following ( 6 ) :  

• For both Cs- 1 37 and Cs- 1 3 4 ,  the supernate contained 74% 
of the total sample activity for those isotopes and an 
additional 1 6 %  of the activity was easily washed from 
the solid portion leaving about 9% in the solids portion 
as insoluble .  

• For sr-90 the supernate contained 1 2 %  of the Sr-90 acti
vity and the insoluble portion in the solids was 9 1 %  of 
the total .  

Based on the ORNL sludge analys i s , ( ;be observation that the 
sludge layer was about 1/2 to 3/4 " > deep at the time of the 
sampling , and assuming that the sludge layer was uniform over the 
entire floor area, the tota� curies of insoluble T�-) 1 37 and Sr-90 
in the sludge layer are 3 1 2  and 923 respectively .  These are a 
maximum values based on a 3/4" layer and considering the sludge 
to be of the same composition as that in the sample sent to ORNL 
for analysi s .  In addition to the insoluble Cs- 1 3 7 a leachable 
Cs- 1 37 component in the sludge contains 600 Ci and 2760 Ci is 
dissolved in the supernate for a total of about 3672 Ci of Cs- 1 37 

2 

in the sludge layer. Similarly there is a total of 1 0 1 3  Ci Sr-90 2 
in the sludge layer. The supernate portion of the sample con-
tained 1 50 uCi/ml of Cs- 1 37 whereas a sample of the basement 
water taken j ust a few days earlieS ) on June 1 5 ,  1 9 8 2 ,  during pum-
pout No. 1 8  showed only 87 uCi/ml { • This indicates that the 
basement water was not in equil ibrium with the sludge layer at 
that time . The same is true for the Sr-90 where the sludge 
sample supernate contained 6 . 9 3 uCi/ml and the basement water 5 . 4  
uCi/ml. ( 5/ 

Dilution And Curie Balance From April 1982 to February 1 9 8 3 :  

Between the end of May 1 982 and the middle of February 1 98 3  an I add it ional 7 5 , 0 50 gallons of water were added to the basement 2 
during which time pumpout Nos. 1 8 ,  1 9 ,  2 0 ,  2 1  and 22 were per- . 
formed . The measured Cs- 1 37 and Sr-90 activities of the basement 
water during each pumpout are shown in Table 1 .  A curie balance 
for Cs- 1 37 dissolved in the basement water between the 5/9/82 
pumpout {No . 1 7 )  and each of the subsequent p��pouts indicates 
that about 4000 Ci have appeared in �olution1 ' ·  Although the 1 2 
Cs- 1 3 7  concentration decreased from 87 to 2 5 . 3  uCi/ml between 
pumpouts 1 8  and 1 9  the Sr-90 concentration actually increased 
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from 5 . 3  uCi/ml to 5 . 8  uCi/ml indicating a large source reservoir 
of Sr-9 0 .  Note the sludge layer was estimated to contain 1 0 1 3  
curies of Sr-90 on 6/24/82. A curie balance for Sr-90 between 
pumpouts 1 7  and 2 2  indicates that about 2000 curies have appeared 
in solution ( 3 } .  

The above curie balances on the reactor ·building basement assu�e · 
that all of the decon water added to the basement does not con
tain activity. An estimate of the maximum Cs- 1 3 7  activity in all 
of the decontamination water added to the basement since June 
1 9 8 2 ,  based on the concentrations in the d�contamination water 
used in the Bechtel Experimen t ,  is 1 Ci . C 8 J This is small com
pared with the appearance of over 5000 Ci of Cs- 1 3 7 in the base
ment water over the same time period and can be neglected by 
comparison. 

Sources Of C s- 1 37 and Sr-90: 

From the above data and analyses it appears that the additional 
Cs and Sr activities come from more than one source . The sludge 
layer was estimated to contain 3 6 8 1  Ci of Cs- 1 37 and 1 0 1 3  Ci of 
Sr-90 on 6/24/8 2 ,  based on the ORNL analysi s .  Between the 
6/1 5/82 pumpout (No. 1 8 )  and the subsequent ones (Nos . 1 9 ,  2 0 ,  
2 1  and 2 2 )  3 2 2 3  Ci of Cs- 1 37 and 2 1 3 6 Ci of Sr-90 have appeared 
in the basement water , which is more activity for Sr-90 than was 
in the sludge layer. It is therefore , reasonable to conclude 
that the Sr appearing in the basement water was solubilized both 
from the sludge layer and from within the concrete at the 282 ' 
El . 

Since the mobility of the soluble isotopes is greater from the 
sludge layer than from the concrete , the sludge layer should be 
depleted of activity and the concrete now remains as the prin
ciple source. 

Table 2 shows the major possible sources of Cs- 1 37 and Sr-90 
activity at El . 28 2 ' -6" . These should be the subject of specific 
decontamination action plans . 

Interpretat ion of Data: 

Prior to pumpout 1 6 ,  the basement water activity was in chemical 
equilibrium with the basement reservoirs of contamination. The 
concentration of Cs- 1 3 7  was stable at about 1 3 8  uCi/ml during 
this time. Since pumpout 1 6 ,  concentrations have decreased. 
Two interpretations of this phenomena are discussed here. One 
treats the period following pumpout 1 6  as characterizing dif-

.fusion from a reservior with a 1 1 4  day time constant. The other 
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interpretation treats the concentration decrease as the result of 
a simple dilution process. 

A diffusion or leaching model is represented by Figure 1 which 
shows the Cs- 1 37 concentrations during each of .the pumpouts of 
the reactor build ing basement . Zero time in this figure is shown 
at the time of the 1 6th pumpout in February 1 9 8 2 .  At this time , 
the Cesium concentration in the reactor building basement water 
was 1 3 8  uCi/ml. Pumpouts prior to this time had not substan
tially reduced the basement Cesium concentration. A relatively 
long-term equil ibrium is therefore postulated to have existed at 
time zero . Subsequent to time zero, the reactor building base
ment was pumped out six times ( and is continuing to be refilled 
and pumped out ) . 

The curve labeled on Figure 1 as "The 1 1 4-day time constant" 
represents the concentrations expected if the pumpout process 
continues .  Some estimate may be made of the time when the Cs- 1 37 
concentration may be reducible to approx imately 1 uCi/ml . This 
time is August 1 9 8 3 ,  assuming that refill ing and draining of the 
basement continue approximately as has been done for pumpouts 1 7  
through 2 2 .  

The second interpretation is represented by Figure 2 which shows 
the basement water concentration data plotted against the number 
of gallons of water that have been added to and removed from the 
basement since equil ibrium existed . I f  a simple dilution process 
were operating , the data should approximately fit the line 
labeled "Dilut ion - Perfect Mixing " . Departure of the data from 
this line indicates that the process is not a simple dilution. 
Figure 2 also shows by the dotted line a portion of the process 
that may have been dominated by dilution. 

Two speci f ic large reservoirs of Cs- 1 37 identified on Table 2 do 
not participate in either of these interpretations.  One is the 
elevator shaft, both the pit and the hollow block, and the adja
cent loading platform. (See Figure 3 . )  The elevator shaft is 
surrounded by hollow concrete block, ·and the loading platform is 
poured , re inforced concrete of 8 "  thicknes s .  Water in the eleva
tor shaft could have easily seeped through the hollow block wall 
into the volume underneath the loading platform. The maximum 
contained water volume in the elevator pit and underneath the 
loading platform is 9 1 8  ft3 ; the exact amount is unknown . This 
reservoir could contain up to 4 1 60 Ci of Cs- 1 37 ;  however ,  it is 
not in direct communication with basement water and its effect on 
activity of the basement water is not considered in the dilution 
or diffusion models discussed above ; The other reservoir is the 
reactor coolant drain tank volume which is physically separated 
from the reactor building basement water. I t ,  therefore , does 
not participate in the contamination processes. 
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In conclusion, application of the available data suggests that 
significant activity has been leached out of the sludg e ,  and that 
it may account for a majority of curies of Cs- 1 37 that have 
appeared and been removed from the basement . It is also believed 
that d iffusion or leaching from concrete surfaces is ongoing and 
that continued fill ing and draining of the basement can achieve 
about 1 uCi/ml Cs- 1 3 7  concentration by about August 1 9 8 3 .  
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TABLE 2 

ESTIMATED RESERVOIRS OF CS- 1 37 
ON EL. 282-6 

Estimated 
Cs- 1 37 Cone. l 

Possible Reservoirs uCi/ml ( Re£ . 1 )  
�:;ncJ.osea stal.r t:oncrete 
Blocks Fully Flooded to 
El . 2 9 1 - 1 0  1 0 2  

Concrete Fill Slab (Cast) 
Assume Penetrat ion 2 in. · 8 

6 in.  8 
2 4  in. 8 

vert1.ca1 concrete Walls 
( Ca s t )  

Assume Penetration 1 in.  8 
2 in. 8 

-
Containment Liner 30 uCl./cm-

( Re f .  9 ) 

Sludge 
Assume Slurry 3/4 i n .  deep 

Total Slurry 204 (Ref . 6 )  
Soluble Solids 1 8 7  
Insoluble Solids 1 7  

Reactor Coolant Drain Tank so ( Re f .  9) 
Water at Bottom of Elevator 

Shaft and Concrete 1 6 0  
Loading Platform 

Concrete Block Baffle Wall 
Assume Saturated 33 

Reactor Buildl.ng sump 
2 , 5 1 4  gal 1 6 0  

In-Core Instrument Chase 
3 , 626 gal 1 60 

Underfloor Drains 
2 , 0 33 gal 1 6 0  
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Estimated 
Total Curies 

Cs- 1 37 ( Ref . 1 0 )  

1 2 8 1  

386 
1 1 5 8  
4631  

1 9 6  
393 

106 

3672 
3 3 6 0  

3 1 2  

1 370 

4 1 60 

1 1 0  

1 52 2  

2 1 96 

1 23 1  
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B .  Radiological Engineering Plans 

During this report period, TAAG reviewed numerous tasks with 
extensive radiological implications. These tasks included items in 

the initial planning stages, detailed work seeping and reports of 

completed work, and were as follows: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Continued Reactor Building Decontamination 

Planning for Plenum Removal 

Head Removal and Underhead Characterization 
Enclosed Pathway Analysis 

Sludge Removal from the 282' Elevation Reactor 8uiloing Air 

Handling 

Dose Reduction Efforts 

As requested in the 9 February 1983 letter from B.  Kanga to W. 

Hamilton, TAAG has focused some of its attention on the issue of 

radiological engineering and how it might best be carried out in 

order to achieve an optimized approach . The issue is considered 

important , particularly in light of current man-rem exposure 

estimates (see section 10) and its potentially high variability. 

It is considered essential that an integrated and coherent 

radiological engineering approach exist in all phases of planning 
and work accomplishment in order to minimize personnel exposure and 

to achieve the exposure goals established. 

TAAG observations regarding the radiological engineering efforts 

involved in the aforementioned tasks are as follows: 

1. There is a great deal of variability in the amount of 

radiological engineering includeo in planning studies. In 

discussions with GPU/Bechtel personnel ,  it is evident that , 
depending upon the specific task group , radiological 
engineering may be factored in the early stages of planning , 

may be included in the final review circuit (after internal 
approvals are made) and varies considerably as to the depth of 

radiological input. 
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2. Radiological engineering considerations seem to be basically 

operating on two distinct levels; (a) at the detailed work 

procedure l evel , and (b) at a gross l evel where all sources in 
the reactor building are being treated, somewhat independent 

of the operations anticipated.  At  the detailed work procedure 
level, the radiological engineering appears to be working 

well. At the gross level, success in some areas has been good 
while others have not achieved expectations ( e . g . ,  building 

decon). At this gross l eve l ,  there does not appear to be a 

coherent radiological engineering approach which ties building 

decon, dose reduction and handling of the airborne 

radioactivity together with mitigating actions to reduce 

exposure for specific evolutions. 

TAAG has made recommendations in previous reports (TAAG report #4, 
dated 1 December 1982) regarding radiological engineering. 

Summarized, these were: 

a) Develop a radiological engineering plan to support each 

principle work activity • • •  

b) Direct priorities of the radiological engineering actions to 

support specific work. 

c) Identify work areas and pathways to which radiological 

engineering need be taken for each principle activity. 

d) Perform further characterization of work areas and pathways. 

TAAG provides the following implementation recommendations to aid 

in achi evi ng the recommendations previously made: 

1. Assure that an appropriate member of radiological controls is 

included in any planning task force and that appropriate 

Radiation Controls management is a signatory of all planning 
studies. 
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2. TAAG understands that the Dose Reduction Task Force has been 
retasked under the name of the Dose Reduction Soard, to look 
at additional activities which affect personnel radiation 

exposure. It is understood that this Board has been tasked to 
look at rather limited issues. It is TAAG's recorrvnendation 
that consideration be given to expand the role of the Uose 

Reduction Board to advise a method which may be taken to 

assure a coherent approach to solving the complex and 

interrelated radiological issues such as dose reduction, 

building decon, airborne radioactivity handling , exposure 
resource planning, optimum work sequencing, etc . ,  as these 

issues affect the overall defueling effort . An example of an 
area which this task force might undertake would be to 

determine the best generic approach to assure that work on the 
347' elevation in support of defueling was carried out in the 

best radiological manner. In this area items to be evaluated 

might include the following: 

a )  Best way to handle airborne radioactivity problem to aid 

in improving productivity through removing respiratory 

devices for the majority of work in the containment. 

b)  Best way to get personnel to and from this work area in 

order to minimize exposure, e . g . , defined pathways 
through low dose areas, shielding or removal of sources,  
elevator usage , etc. 

c) Generic dose reduction in the work areas as well as 

"wait" areas, including source analysis and actions 

required to reduce dose. 

d) Focus �ttention on source definition, particularly on the 

347' elevation and determining what actions can and 
should be taken to minimize personnel exposure. 
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It is n oted that the task force acti on items should be 

d.ii'e cted t owards a more progranvnatic approach and should not 

replace t he detailed radiol ogical engineering reviews being 

undertaken on specific work procedures. 
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C,D.  Use of Tunnel Concept and Evaluation of Alternatives 

As requested by GPU Kanga Letter 4000-83-059, dated January 31, 

1983 and EG&G Letter from H .  M. Burton and M. D. Lovejoy to E. F. 

Sise dated February 7, 1983 an in depth study of alternatives to 

the pathways and work enclosure methods was conducted along with a 

cost-benefit analysis of the system of work enclosures. Attachment 

VI-C-One provides the detailed results of these efforts. 

Based on the results of the studies, TAAG recommends that the 

proposed system of work enclosures be installed and that some of 

the alternatives which can be implemented for little or no cost, be 

implementea .  None of the individual alternatives to the work 

enclosure has a probability of success as high as that of the work 

enclosure. Installation of the proposed enclosures for use during 

Reactor Disassembly and Defueling would eliminate the need for 

respirators and wet suits during most of the work and the resulting 

increase in productivity would generate a calculated net savings of 

7,748 man-hours was calculated conservatively to generate a savings 
of 7700 in�plant man hours, 550 man-rem ana $2.5 million. 
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""7• r 
� - �· ,  ..-, ;/� It ; • 1 ' / .. .. ...... '-' .. � ; : �t : - � 

April 5 ,  1 983 

B .  1<. l<anga 
Di rector TMI-2 

SUBJECT: The Pathway Approach to Work Area Contami nation Control 

REFERENCES: 1 )  NNI letter, E . F. Sise to W . H .  Hami l ton, January 24, 1 983. 
2 )  GPU letter 14000-83-059,  B . l< .  l<anga to W . H .  Ham i l ton , 

January 31 , 1 983. 
3) EG&G letter, H.M. Burton & M . D .  lovejoy to E . F .  Si se , 

February 7,  1 983. 

ATTACHMENTS: 1 )  Study of Alternatives to Work Enclosures, Ed Wagner, 
Burns & Roe. 

2 )  TMI-2 Work Enclosure Cost Benefit Analys i s ,  Bruce 
Shiffler, Newport News Industrial Corporation. 

Dear Mr. Kanga : 

�eference #1 presented a conceptual study and cost estimate for 
install ation of work enclosures i n  the TMI-2 Reactor Bui l di n g  for the 
Reactor Disassembly and Defue l i n g  effort. In response, GPU requested 
a d d i t i onal and more deta i l e d  i nformation ( reference 12 ) .  EG&G authorized 
this  work ( reference #3) and also requested an additional study of 
a l ternati ves to the work encl osures which would serve the same purpose 
( i . e .  h e l p  meet ALARA and worker productivity objectives ) .  The two 
attached reports were prepared to provide this i n formati o n .  Attachment 
�1 i s  a study by Burns and Roe of the a l ternative to work 
enclos ures . Attachment #2 i s  a cost-benefi t analysis by Newport News 
Industrial of the system of work enclosures . Both reports were presented 
ora l l y  to GPU and TAAG on March 23.  The written reports conta i n  
substant i a l ly the same i n formation a s  the oral presentations , including 
many of the viewgraphs from the presentations which are used as figures 
i n  the texts. A copy of the attachment wi l l  a l so be i ncl uded as part 
of the Fi fth TAAG Report. 

Based o n  the results of these two studies, TAAG recommends that the 
proposed system of work enclosures be instal l e d  and that some of the 
a l ternatives which can be impl emented for l i ttl e or no cost, be 
implemented. 

WHH/dms 

c c :  H .  M .  Burton 

Very truly yours, 

a�� 
W .  H.  Hami l ton 
TAAG Chairman 





ATTACHMENT I 
W H. H ami lton m emo dated Apri l 5, 1983 

Study of Alternatives to Work EnclOsures 

Ed Wa gner - Burns a Roe 





3/16/83 

PART IAL CONTENT OF REPORT TO G?U/BECHTEL ON A STUDY OF 

PATHWAYS AND CONTAI Nf·iENT OF THE DEFUELlNG WORK AREA 

BACKGROUND: 

In B .  K.  Kanga ' s ,  GPUN, l etter of January 31 , 1 983, he requested that TAAG 

fol low up their earlier recoiTITlendation concerning the .. pathways approach" . 
to establ ish  satisfactory radiological conditions for the TMI-! defuel ing .  

. . 

EG&G 1 etter of February 7 ,  1983 authorized Newport Ne\':s and Burns and Roe 

to study thi s question. The EG&G letter specifically requested t�at the 

fol l o":ing aspects should be included · - "other al ternatives including 

decontamination of the reactor bui l ding a i r  cool;rs and general filtration 

of the in-containfl1ent air" .  

Thi s  section of the report addresses the alternatives . 
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CONCLUS I Ot:S : 

1 .  None of the individual alternatives to the tents has a probabil ity of 

success a s  high as the tents . This i s  due mainly to the lack of the 

. Positive protective barrier between the contamination and the workers 

that the tents offer. However, many of the proposed alternatives have the 

potential for cost effective improvement o� the airborne generated 

radioactivity problems (air particulate acti vity and surface contamination) . 

2. Some of the i ndividual alternatives shpuld be performed to improve 

radi ological conditions. It is important to stop the distribution of 

a ir  into and from the basement. The a i r  flow to the basement shoul d 

be stopped by closing the accessible balancing dampers , and by blanking 

off a l l  flow to the 0-rings . Improving the supply filtration system 

and increasing the purge a i r  flow rate by running one train in 

recirculation and one train in purge should also improve the situation. 

Painting l ocal ized areas to trap smearables i s  a valuable tool to a i d  

the final decontamination of the upper elevations, but i t  should not be 

considered a cost effective general area of decontamination approach.  

Seal ing  the basement should only be undertaken after it has been 

de�onstrated that the removal of a i r  flow to the basement has had a 

s i gnificant impact. Decontaminating the RB a i r  cool ing units should 

proceed to facil itate maintenance, to reduce area dose rates, and 

personnel exposures. 

3.  A combination of several alternatives would have a good probability of 

success in creating acceptable radiologic conditions in the defuel ing 

work area . However, the assurance of success woul d only be obtained 

by a step-\<li se process of ,physical testing and evaluation . For example ,  
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a test of a irborne activity d istribution with the a i r  coolers secured 

would help confirm whether sealing the basement would reduce airborne 

generation from the basement sufficiently to el iminate respirators. 

4 .  Regardless which approach is  used now to achieve sati sf�ctory radiological 

conditions for defuel ing, the source of the radioactivity becoming 

ai rborne needs to be identified to enable reactor buil ding cleanup. A 

coordinated program to identify and treat the a irborne sourFe•  similar 

to the dose rate reduction effort, should be mounted .  
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SUW·tARY: 

Alternative 

I. I��rove Supply Air Fi ltration 

a .  Modify supply filters 
b .  Operate purge filters i n  

purification mode 

I I �  Increase Purge Rates 

a. Two trains 
b.  Supplerrentary a i r  

f i l tration system 

I l l .  Decontaminate Ai r Coolers -

IV .  Paint to Fix Contamination 

V. Seal Basement From Rest 
of Bui lding 

V I .  Combination 
I ,  I I . a ,  IV. V above 
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20 
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l , · INCREASE SUPPLY AIR FILTRATION 

A factor in the generation of airborne contamination i s  the dust loading 

of the a i r  in association with contaminated surfaces . Fresh a ir  i s  

suppl ied to the reactor building by the RB venti lation and purge system. 

As noted in the Technical Memorandum TM3680-8 (attached ) ,  the filters 

installed in that supply system are not adequate to remove .all  atmospheric 

dust and increasing the supply filtration efficiency could result in a 

s ignificant reduction i n  the airborne tontamination i n  the reactor 

building.  

Replacing the present 85� rated efficiency bag filters with 95% rated 

efficiency bag fi)ters would improve the efficiency for removing 0 . 5  

micron particles from 55� to 86� and the efficiency for removing 5 

micron particles from 98� to 100�. 

Whi le  thi s would appear to improve the situation at minimum cost, it 

ignores a physical problem with the present supply system, i .e .  the 

manner on which the fil ters are retained i n  the frame . The frames 

were installed backwards so that the filters tend to pul l away from the 

frames under flow. This was done so that the fil ter could be installed 

back to back with a low effic iency roll pre-filter.  However, it 

a l l ows marginally filtered air to bypass the bag filters . This 

condition worsens a s  the pressure drop through the bag filters increases 

with time.  
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The best way to improve the supply efficiency of the purge system is  

to remove the present rol l filter, and to reverse the present bag 

f i l ter frames. This will  a l l ow the new h igher efficiency bag filters 

to seat against the frame , and, if used in conjunction with a disposable 

pre-filter placed upstream of the bag filter, coul d increase the actual 

efficiency of supply fi ltration. 

This modification would cost approximately $7-10,000 per train 

including labor and material costs and would involve no s ignificant 

rr.an-Rem costs . It wil 1 reduce the quantity ot
"
·outsi de dust introduced 

into the bui lding,  however, sufficient dust dirt and other airborne 

particles which can carry radioactive isotopes al ready exist i n  the 

bui l ding so that i t  i s  not certain that ai rborne contamination wi l l  

be s i gnificantly reduced .  Therefore , the probabi l i ty of this 

modification alone el iminating the respirator requirement is very low. 

We believe that it should be done independent of the pathways and work 

encl osure approach. 

It i s  noted that the purge system can be run in the purifi cation mode 

{ i . e .  recirculation) for extended periods to reduce a irborne dust i n  

the reactor bui lding.  In the purification mode , all  a i r  exhausted from 

the reactor building i s  filtered with HEPA and charcoal filtration and 

d ischarged back into containment. Also,  due to the reduced pressure 

drop, significantly higher a ir  flow rates can be rea l i zed in the 

existing system over the purge mode ,�2S ,OOO CFM vs �l 9 ,000 CFM. This 

woul d  increase the turnover rate and would reduce a irborne dust more 

rapidly. If desired, one of the trains could be run in the purge 

tiiOde to reduce krypton, and tritium concentrations and to supply the 
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essurance of breathable a i r .  whi le  the other train i s  operated in the 

purification mode . This change i n  operetion would introduc� virtually 

dust free air in containment and could be accomplished from the control 

room at  no cost. 
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I I .  INCREASE PURGE RATES 

A method of reducing ai rborne concentrations in the reactor bui l ding 

i s  to i ncrease the purge rates. The steady state a irborne concentration 

i s  a l i near function of the purge rate as described i n  the Technical 

Memorandum TM3680-8 (attached ) .  TAAG has recommended that the second 

tra i n  be turned on in the third TAAG report of August 31 , 1 982. Since 

two trains would approximately double the purge rate, i t  wqul d be expected 
• 

that the ai rborne contamination woul d be decreased by a factor of two. 

The i nstalled exhaust system has a total capacity of 50,000 CFM. At 

present, the system i s  l imited by the supply-system to around 40,000 CFM. 

In order to increase the purge rate beyond 40,000 CFM, a i r  would have 

to be drawn from outside. The fil tration system on the containment 

a i r  control envelope {CACE) could be utilized for a maximum of 50,000 CFM 

without �dification to the existing systems. However, a factor of ten 

increase in the purge rate woul d be required to reduce the ai rborne 

contamination by enough to remove the requi rement for respirators. In 

order to increase the purge rate by that much, modifications to the 

exi sting purge system would need to be performed. 

The auxi l iary and fuel handling  bui l ding suppl ementary a i r  fil tration 

system (henceforth referred to a s  WG-1 ) can be uti l i zed for this purpose. 

A deta i l ed description of the requi red changes i s  g i ven i n  Technical 

Memorandum TM3680-8. Coupl ed with a matching supply fil tration system 

i n  the CACE, this system coul d del i ver a rel iable 1 10 , 000 CFM of purge 

flow. This modification woul d  be abl e to reduce the a irborne contamination 

approximately one order of · rncgnitude. 
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A modification of this sort woul d cost approximately $250,000 for the 

purge exhaust tie-in to WG-1 and $125 ,000 for the supply system for the 

CACE. The man-Rem cost of these modifications would not be s ignificant. 

s i nce  all  of the work would take place outside of the reactor buil ding. 

Unfortunately, it would only be effective on that function of the 

a irborne activity which i s  normally a irborne. This sort of ai rborne 

contamination, as  measured by the hi -volume· air  samplers , i� typically 

an order of magnitude below the S�A data. This i s  believed to be due' 

to the so called "pig pen" effect ; the · stirring up at surface con

tamination on the floor. The purge system wi l l  not work d i rectly on 

the E�A type a irborne contamination and may nQt actually result in the 

factor of ten reduction in  the S�A readings required to be able to 

remove the requir�ment for respirators. The recommendation of TAAG ' s  

third report to run both purge tra in s to determine the effects woul d  

seem to b e  a prerequisite to modi fications to the purge system in 

view of the cost and the effort required. 
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I l l .  DECONTAmNAT£ REACTOR BUILDING AIR COOLING UNITS 

GPU/Bechtel is  exploring decontamination cf the reactor building a i r  

cool ing  uni ts as a method to s i gnificantly reduce a i rborne -contamination. 

It i s  suspected by some that the internal contamin�tion of the cool ing 

system i s  the primary vehicle for recontamination and for airborne 

contamination. The data supporting this bel ief are the high gamma 

dose rates around the building cooling units and the "LOCA" ducts. 

These average about 1 -5 R/hr. on contact with the outside of the unit 

enclosures near the cooling coi l s .  These sorts of dose rates are 

understandable for several reasons :  

1 .  The cooling coils in  the units consist of copper coi l s  with copper 

fins.  The total exposed surface area is  1arge and the air velocity 

past the coi l s  is  low (�500 FPM) . Airborne dust would tend to stay 

on the cl ose spaced fins once deposited. 

2 .  The u n i ts are square and have many dust collecting pockets for 

contamination to accumulate. 

3 .  The units �xcluding the c o i l s )  are painted with a placite coating 

system which is  supposed to be a h i gh gloss decontaminable epoxy. 

However, from· personal experience, the paint as appl ied on the fans 

and the plenum, has a rough, dul l finish which would be difficult 

to decontaminate . 

4 .  Al l water condensing in the units after the accident would collect 

on the floor of the uni t .  The floor of the unit i s  a flat, placite 

painted metal surface which has a corner pocket drain .  This 

arrangement would a l l ow most of the water to drain but some woul d 

puddle and evaporate leaving �ehind the containment: 
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After the acci dent occured and containment isolation was initiated, 

the dampers for the LOCA ducts (0-5127A and 0-51275) opened _and have 

remained open ever since. This means that a 1arge portion of containment 

flow from the cool ing units has been �irected through these ducts. 

However ,  the i nternal surfaces of these ducts were painted with placite 

which had the proper gl oss finish.  It should be receptive to decon

tamination efforts excep� near the gaskets. It is  not clear why these 

ducts should have the indicated dose rates {400 mR/hr. on cbniact 

with ducts ) ,  since they are vertical ducts with relatively high a i r  

vel ocities and smooth i nternal surfaces. 

Jhe planned decontamination of the coi l s ,  the· units , and any accessible,  

contaminated d�ct is  a reasonable course of action for dose rate reduction. 

It woul d al low maintenance of the units and woul d reduce general area 

�ose rates. lt may , to some extent, reduce a i rborne contamination but 

it does not seem reasonable to expect decontamination of the reactor 

buil ding a i r  cool ing units to significantly reduce overa l l  building 

ai rborne level s .  TherE are_ several reasons for thi s :  

1 .  The recontamination rates obs�rved inside the rEactor build ing 

seem too high to have their source in a 1 -5 R/hr. hotspot. 

2�  Air distributed from the RB air cool ing units is  suppl ied to areas 

which have high surface contamination, including the 0-rings and 

the basement. All other areas receive ventilation via  transfer 

a i r  from these high contamination areas. Whi l e  the RB air cool ing 

units are operating normally more than 150 ,000 CFM of air is  

supplied to either the 0-rings or to the basement. This air  can 

serve as a transport mechanism to redestribute surface contamination 

i n  these areas el sewhere in the buil ding.  
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3. The LOCA ducts are described as being a potentia l  source of 

contamination. However, the LOCA ducts are not required to be open 

and can be controlled from the control room. A visual i�spection 

of the EL305' and 345 '6"  duct work should verify the i ntegrity of 
the normal ducts (for fire protection function) and eliminate 

the need for the LOCA ducts to be open. Closing these ducts and 

monito.ring the results should quantify their contribution to 

a irborne . 

Decontaminating the RB air cool ing units should proceed despite 
. 

the questionable effect it will  have on a irborne generation .· It 

wil l reduce area dose rates around the coolers and a l l ow maintenance 
. 

to be performed on the units to increase their availabil ity. 

However, i t  i s  not expected that this decontamin�tion effort will  

be  effective i·n reducing airborne contamination enough to remove 

the requirement for respirators. 
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lV.  PAINTING 

An al ternate radiological engineering approach,  which does not depend 

on a i r  handling or filtration systems, rel ies on the use of painting 

to fix contamination to surfaces. In general this approach fixes 

the smearable surface contamination by painting over i t ,  prevents 

it from becoming airborne , and thus enables work to proceed without 

the need for personnel respiratory protectipn . Loca l i zed shielding 

is  brought in es  required and decontaminatipn i s  accompl i s�ed by 

removal of the new paint and of any structural rr�terial required to 

reduce dose rates . 

This a pproach has the advantage of decoupl ing the ai rborne and the 

surface con�amination problems. Once the contaminants are fixed to 

the surface, they ·can no longer contribute to the a i rborne contamination. 

Thu s ,  neither worker activity nor decontamination efforts will generate 

airborne · contamination. Also, painting i s  a fai rly quick,  easily 

verifiable process which can be applied with relatively standard 

equi pment and procedures • .  When dry , the paint and the surface 

contamination are set up in a composite matrix which prevents the 

recontamination of surrounding areas even during physical removal of 

material for decontamination. 

While this approach has merits, i t  seems doubtful that it can be 

effectively employed throughout TMI-2 reactor building.  The smearable 

contamination contribution to airborne has not been clearly defined and, 

i n  fact, it has been demonstrated that smearable surface contamination 

on the upper elevations (EL305' and 34 7 ' 6 " )  i s  mainly the _result of 

deposition from airborne conta�ination. Also, decontamination efforts 
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to date have effectively reduced surface sm:arable contamination on the 

upper l evel s without concomitant reductions in a irborne concentrations. 

Al l of these facts lead to the conclusion that the source of airborne 

generation is  either not on the upper elevations or has yet to be 

affected by decontamination activities to date . 

The dose rates in the basement are too high to permit a thorough 

painting effort. Also the water logged condition of the wal l s ,  
• 

floors and paints may reduce the appl icabi l i ty of painting the basement. 

This approach would  a l so be costly. It would cost Sl ,030,000* to paint 

the two elevations to a height of 10 feet ana coul d entai l  as much as 

230 man-Rem�. Painting the- basement would be even more expensive, both in  

terms of  money and man-Rem exposures .  

*Assuming S375/rranhour, consistent with the GPU/Bechtel TMI-2 recovery 

estimate , revision 2 of 12/31/82 and 2J50 standard manhours o f  work in conta in

m;nt . ��an-Rem estimates based on average of 200 mR/hr. dose rate in the 

EL305 \vOrk area and 75 mR/hr. i n  the EL347 \·IOrk area .  
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V .  SEAL-OFF SASEME�T 

The basement i s  the most contaminated of all  the el evations in the 

reactor building. The air f�ow in the bui l ding from the RB air cool ing 

units dumps epproximately 25,000 CFM of a ir  into the basement for cool ing. 

This air  migrates back up to the upper elevations where the units 

recirculate at.  The bul k of the remaining air  flow from the RB air  

cool ing units is  d i rected into the 0-rings and much of this  flow i s  

also  directed into the basement t o  cool the bases of the sream 
• 

generators and of the reactor vessel . This a ir  also migrates back up 

to the upper elevati ons where the units recirculate i t .  Somewhere 

between 50,000 and 1 00,000 CFM of · air i s  directed into the basement 

in  this rranner. Since the airborne and the surface contamination i s  

higher i n  the basement, i t  is quite l i kely that this forced air flow 

i nto the basement i s  the source of the airborne and of the recontamination 

rates observed on the upper e levations . 

Air del i vered by the RB a i r  cool ing system directly to the basement 

area i s  d istributed through d ifferent ducts than the rest of the 

puilding. These ducts have balancing dampers just above the EL305 ' -0 11 

floor \-:hich could be shut to el iminate a ir  distribution to the basement 

o�tside of the 0-rings. The rest of the air distributed to the base

ment via the 0-rings could be eliminated by blanking off the main 

d ischarge duct on elevation 305' (downstream of the smoke detectors) and 

by routing temporary duct work where desired on the upper elevations .  

Less than 36,000 CH1 are required for fire detection . s o  temporary 

duct work need not be sized for ful l  flow. These modifications would  

e l iminate all  air flow to the basement under positive pressure. {The 

reactor bui l ding venti lation_ and purge system, which i s  functionally 
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separate from the RB a i r  cool ing system, draws a ir  from the "B" steam 

generator D·ring. This wi l l  result in some sl ight negative pressure 

in  the basement which wi l l  result i n  some small flow into the basement 

but this wi l l  not effect the airborne contamination problem. ) 

If i t  becomes necessary to take more direct measures to i solate the 

basement from the rest of the bui l ding,  a l l - major penetrations through 
• 

the 305 ' fl oor can be sealed with hercu1 ite or facilon sheeting. The . 

major penetrations are: the 0-rings, t�e stairs ,  the covered hatch, 

the incore instrument chase , and the seismic gap. Thi s  wi l l  cost 

approximately $82 ,000 for labor and materials and wi l l  entail about . 
92* man-Rem. Modification� to the duct work will  cost an additional 

$28,000 to $94 ,0DO* , depending on the scope of modifications .  

The probabi l ity of this approach reducing airborne concentrations pn the 

�pper elevations i s  high.  The basement is  the obvious place to suspect 

to be the source of the a irborne contamination. However , it is not 

clear that the BZA data w i l l  decrease enough to permit the removal of 

respirators. Also, the net reduction of air flow would  reduce mixing 

aryd could result in l ocalized  areas of high airborne contamination. 

*Assuming $375/rranhour, consi stent with the GPU/Bechtel TMI�2 recovery 

estimate , revision 2 of 1 2/31/82 , 220 ·manhours of work in containment and 

SlOOO for facilon. ��n-Rem estimates based on average of 200 mR/hr. dose 

rate in the EL305 HOrk area and 75 rr:R/hr. in the EL347 \vork area. 
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ATTACHMENTS : A) Figure 1 - Reactor Build ing Purge and 
Purification System 

B )  Figure 2 - Airborne Profiles 
C )  Table 1 - Cesium Burden in Reactor Build ing 
D )  Figure 3 - TMI-2 Reactor Building Atmospheric 

Containment Levels 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Recovery efforts in the TMI-2 reactor building are hampered by 
the airborne contamination inside the build ing . Airborne con
tamination measured by Breathing Zone Apparatus ( BZA)  samples 
must be lowered approx imately one order of magnitude in order to 
permit the removal of personnel respirators. The methods avail
able to accomplish this are: 

1 )  Surface decontamination - This has been done with some suc
cess but appears to have reached a plateau still above MPC. 

2 )  Isolation and purification of the work areas . This is 
separately being considered by TAAG and GPUN/Bechtel . 

3 )  Aggressive surface decontamination such as paint removal and 
gross removal of concrete. Not applied as of yet. 

4 ) Fixing loose surface cont amination with temporary paint or 
coat ings. Strippable coatings have been used to a limited 
extent but experienced rapid recontamination. 

5 )  Mod i fications to the reactor building air handling systems. 
This technical memorandum considers this method . 

The steady state airborne concentration is a function of three 
factors : 1 )  the airborne production rate, 2 )  the airborne rede
posit ion rate, and 3 )  the purge air flow rate. To date , all 
efforts to reduce the airborne concentrat ions have been directed 
toward the first of these , the production rate . The major activ
ity in this regard has been the decontamination efforts inside 
the reactor building since March, 1 9 82 (Ref. 1 ) .  

The basement is the most contaminated elevation in the reactor 
building . To date, no systematic decontamination effort has been 
undertaken in the basement due to the dose rates. Surface con
tamination in the basement can be transported to the upper eleva
tions by the transfer air caused by the operation of the reactor 
build ing air cool ing units. These units dump approximately 
1 00 , 000 CFM of air into the basement . This air sweeps through 
the basement before returning to the upper elevations through 
floor penetrations and the D-rings. This process could con
ceivably be the major production mechanism for airborne con
tamination in the building . Relatively simple mod i ficat ions to 

l 
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the system can eliminate all air flow into the basement and could 
signif icantly reduce the airborne production rate. Since the 
steady state a irborne concentration is proportional to the pro
duction rate, any reduction in the prod uction rate will result in 
an equal reduction of the airborne concentration.  Also, the 
recontamination rates observed on the upper eleyations are pro- 1 
bably a function of this production mechanism and should decrease 
as the production rate is reduced . 

The steady state airborne concentration is inversely proportional 
to the purge flow rate. If the air flow can be doubled , the 
steady state airborne concentration will be reduced by a factor 
of two. Since only one of the two installed purge trains is in 
operation, a factor of two reduction in airborne can be achieved 
by simply turning on the idle train .  Unfortunately, this effect 
will be limited to the general airborne concentration. Since the 
BZA airborne data is driving the requirement for respirators , it 
is not clear that doubling the purge rate will make a factor of 
two reduction in the most important component of airborne 
contami nation1 BZA. 

A potential benefit of the purge system ' s  operation could be the 
reduction of the atmospheric dust introduced into the reactor 
building through the purge mod e .  The present a i r  supply filtra
tion system is not designed to remove all of this dust. 
Mod i f icat ions to the air supply filtration system could reduce 
the dust loading of the containment air and , in conj unction with 
further decontamination efforts , reduce the BZA airborne 
concentration. 

Another use for the purge system is the prevention of airborne 
releases from the equipment hatch or the personnel airlock 4 1  
opening s .  When these hatcnes have been removed to transfer 
equipment into the reactor building, the existing air handling 
units could be used to maintain enough air flow into the opening 
to assure that no airborne contamination escapes . Such a line-up 
might also be made to work for personnel airlock 4 2 ,  but it would 
be compl icated by the restriction imposed by drawing all air 
through the service building. The service building ' s  air supply 
system is capable of providing less than 1 6 , 0 00 CFM, which is 
less than a single turn of the reactor building air handling 
system <- 2 0 , 0 0 0  CFM) . Bence, add itional sources of supply air 
will have to be prov ided and the entire nuclear air handling 
system rebalanced . Perturbations in the plant, such as outages 
of other air handling systems , or the opening or closing of doors 
in the service building , could cause momentary imbalances in the 
expected pattern of air flow. 

I f  the equipment hatch is to be removed for long periods of time 
to facilitate equipment entries , the supplementary air fil tration 
system (WG- 1 ) could be tied directly into the reactor building 
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ventilation ductwork to supply a maximum of 1 1 0 , 0 0 0  CFM air flow 
through the hatchway which is more than enough to provide a cap
ture velocity to prevent airborne releases. By util i z ing an 
access building , or a restriction in the opening, the existing 
5 0 , 00 0  CFM rated purge exhaust would be adequate .  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1 • Terminate all air flow into the reactor building basement . 
This can be accomplished by closing the dampers from the air 
cooling units to the basement and by blanking off the flow 
to the D-ring s .  Temporary ductwork, i f  required , can be 
routed as needed to maintain the minimum flow rate for the 
fire detection system (-3 6 , 0 0 0  CFM) . 

2 .  Increase the air clean-up rate in the reactor building by 
operating both purge trains. Monitor the airborne con
tamination to document the results. If necessary, the 
second train could be run in the purif ication mode and would 
not affect off-site releases . 

3 .  The importance to ai rborne contamination of atmospheric dust 
loading should be considered prior to committing to any 
action that may affect the reactor building air handling 
systems. Specifically: 

a )  Maintenance of the ex isting supply filtration units 
should be adequate to assure their operability. 

b) Increase the efficiency of the supply air filtration by 
replacing installed "bag" filters with 9 5 %  efficient 
(NBS ) units or by modifying the installed system to 
accept BEPA filters . 

c )  Plans to introduce unfi ltered air into the build ing 
through opened air locks or hatches should consider the 
consequences of increased dust loadings .  

4 .  Operate the purge system in the purification mode whenever 
pract ical . The purificat ion mode has essentially the same 
effect on the airborne contamination as does the purge mode 
but has the advantage that it does not introduce atmospheric 
dust into the reactor bui�d ing. 

5 .  The fans of the reactor building air cooling units provide 
air mixing in the reactor building and they should remain in 
operation to improve the eff iciency of the air clean-up 
systems . 

6 .  Take all steps necessary to demonstrate that borated water 
is not required for decon solution s .  Boron residue on the 

1 
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walls may be a significant contributor to airborne contami
nation in the building. 

DISCUSSION 

Current Status 

At present, entries to the TMI-2 reactor building are made 
through personnel airlocks. If required , both doors of either 
airlock can be opened to facilitate entries into the reactor 
building and to permit long or bulky objects to be carried into 
the reactor building . Prior to each entry, a single train of the 
reactor building ventilation · and purge system is operated in the 
purge mode for at least 24 hours . Due to the current number of 
reactor build ing entries , one train of the purge system operates 
all the time . Samples are taken by using the installed R. B .  t 
atmosphere sampling lines (valves AH-V 1 0 3  and AH-V 1 06 ) , by por-
table high volume air samplers hand carried into containment and 
placed at des ignated locations , and by a BZA on each member of 
the entry team. 

The air coo l i ng units have operated since the accident. 
Typical ly, three or four of the five units were in operation 
during that time . The LOCA ducts have been open since the acci
dent so that the normal air distribution has been perturbed by 
these additional flow paths. The units were shut off 3/1 6/83 to 
permit decontamination of the internals of the units . A minimum 
flow of 36 , 0 0 0  CFM will be maintained to satisfy the fire protec
tion system ' s  requirements for the smoke detectors . 

Current ai rborne particulate levels , as taken by the high volume 
air samples ,  are on the order 1 x 1 o-9 �Ci/ml . BZA data typi
cally range on order of magnitude higher than th i s .  Strontium 90 
and cesium 1 3 7  are currently the major ai rborne isotopes . Noble 
gases and tri t i um contributions to the airborne are sampled using 
the installed sample points (AH-V 1 0 3  and AH-V 1 0 6 )  which take 
s amples from the contai nment dome . 

Installed Systems ( Re f .  3 )  

The reactor building ventilation and purge system i s  designed to 
provide fresh, heated air to containment while purging filtered 
air to the environment , or to recirculate and to clean the reac
tor building air.  The system cons ists of two parallel and redun
dant trains of air supply units and of purge exhaust units (see 
Figure 1 ) .  The system is aided by the operation of the reactor 
building air cooling unit fans which assure circulation and 
mi x ing of air within the reactor building . 

The two purge supply units take air from the intake tunnel which 
is the common air· supply source for all nuclear related air 
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handling systems . Each unit consists of a 25 , 0 0 0  CFM fan, a roll 
pref i lter,  a replaceable high efficiency filter and a multi-stage 
electric heater all mounted in a steel cabinet. The unit ' s  inlet 
and outlet dampers are interlocked to open with fan start. Each 
unit will shut down and isolate itself with high reactor building 
pressure , a fire protection signal , an ES signal , station high 
radiation, or when the recircu lation damper (AH-D-5 1 290 or 5 1 29C) 
i s  open. For the purification mode ,  the purge supply fans are 
shut down and the purge exhaust fans recirculate and purify air 
in the containment. 

Reactor building air is discharged to the station vent by the two 
purge exhaust units . Each uni t  consists of a 2 5 , 0 00 CFM fan, 
roll prefil ter,  HEPA filter, (high efficiency particulate air 
f i l ters ) , an activated charcoal filter, and another HEPA filter, 
all mounted in a steel cabi net . The purge exhaust unit will 
shut down with high reactor building pressure, a fire protection 
signa l ,  or an ES signal . Purge fan operation requires that 
e i ther the damper to the station vent be open (Purge Mode) or the 
supply fan discharge damper is shut (Purification Mode ) .  The 
reactor building air purification system will automatically shift 
from the purge mode to the purification mode with a high 
radiation signal (shut discharge damper and open recirc. damper) . 
Add i t ional l y ,  the exhaust damper to the station vent will shut 
with high reactor building pressure . Normally, reactor building 
air is first cleaned in the purification mod e ,  and then discharged 
to atmosphere in the purge mode.  The system may operate with 
either one ( 2 5 , 0 0 0  CFM) or two units ( 5 0 , 000 CFM) . (Operational 
h i story to date indicates that the installed system line-up 
operates at less than 20 , 0 00 CFM for a single train with an 
expected 3 5 , 000-40 ,000 CFM for two units . )  

All f i l ters in the purge exhaust system are supplied with local 
differential pressure indicators and al l automatic roll filters 
have differential pressure switches to advance the med ia on a 
pre-set differential . Limit switches are provided to energize an 
alarm when the medi a  is to be replaced. 

The system can be placed in operation in the purge mode or the 
recirculation mode from the control room. In the recirculation 
mod e ,  all air will be recirculated through ductwork which is 
rated at 2 psig internal pressure and which has been tested to be 
bubble tigh t .  There may be some minor amount of discharge to the 
stack by leakage through dampers D5 1 29A & B but this would be 
f i l tered a i r ,  and woul d be a smal l  quant ity. 

The reactor building air cooling units are part of the reactor 
building air handling system but are functionally separate from 
the purge system. The air cool ing units , which are located in 
the reactor building on EL. 305 ' ,  are designed to cool the reac
tor building during power operat ion. The system consists of 

1 
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five ( 5 )  u ni ts,  each having a variable flow fan and two cooling 
coil s .  These units all feed a common plenum. Air is then 
d istributed in the reactor building by ductwork. Air returns to 
the units by free transfer throughout the building . Under normal 
conditions , the air cooling units distribute 1 7 0 , 00 0  CFM 
throughout the building to remove 5 . 7 5  x 1 06 BTU/hr at 9 6 • F .  
Four o f  the five units are normally in operation. 

I n  add ition to the heat removal function, the air cooling units 
provide air circulation within the reactor building to reduce 
temperature stratification and to prevent the formation of gas 
pockets. Also , the reactor building fire protection system smoke 
detectors are located in the air cooling units' ductwork. 

The LOCA ducts are safety related ducts which tie into the air 
cooling system ductwork. I n  the event of a containment isolation 
signa l ,  the dampers isolating these ducts from the normal air 
flow open and air flows through the LOCA ducts. These provide a 
flow path to assure air cooling i n  the event of an accident which 
could collapse the normal ductwork. 

Airborne Reduction 

The basement is the most contaminated elevation in the reactor 
building . The air flow in the building from the RB air cooling 
units ' dumps approximately 2 5 , 000 CFM of air into the basement for 
cooling . This air migrates back up to the upper elevations where 
the units recirculate i t .  The bulk of the rema ining air flow 
from the RB air cooling units is directed into the D-rings and 
much of this flow is directed into the basement to cool the bases 
of the steam generators and of the reactor vessel .  This air also 
migrates back up to the upper elevations where the units recir
culate i t .  Somewhere between 5 0 , 00 0  and 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  CFM of air is 
directed into the basement in this manner . Since the airborne 
and the surface contamination is higher in the basement , it is 
quite likely that this forced air flow into the basement is the 
source of the airborne and of the recontamination rates observed 
o n  the upper elevations . 

Assuming that the probability of a particle becoming airborne is 
equal for all elevations , terminating air flow to the basement 
should reduce airborne concentration by a factor of 3 0 0 .  

Air del ivered by the RB air cooling system directly to the base
ment area i s  distributed through different ducts than the rest of 
the building. These ducts have balancing dampers j ust above the 
EL .  305 ' - 0 "  floor which could be shut to eliminate air distribution 
to the basement outside of the o-rings. The balancing dampers in 
the ductwork to the o-rings are located at EL.  337 ' and would 
require scaffolding to enable personnel to get to them. An 
alternative to the dampers could be to blank off the main 

1 
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d ischarge duct on EL.  3 0 5 '  (downstream of the smoke 
detectors )  and to route temporary duct work where desired on the 
upper elevations . Less than 36 , 00 0  CFM are required for fire 
detection, so temporary duct work need not be s ized for full 
flow. These mod i fications would e l iminate all air flow to the 
basement under positive pressure. (The reactor building ven
tilation and purge system draws air from the "B� steam generator 
D-ring. This will result in some slight negative pressure in the 
basement which will result in some small flow into the basement 
but this will not affect the airborne contamination problem . )  

I f  it becomes necessary to take more direct measures to isolate . 
the basement from the rest of the building , all major penetrations 
through the 3 0 5 '  floor can be sealed with herculite or facilon 
sheeting . The major penetrations are: the D-ring s ,  the stairs , 1 
the covered hatch, the incore instrument chase , and the sei smic 
gap . 

The probabi l ity of this approach reducing airborne concentrations 
on the upper elevations is high. The basement is the obvious 
place to suspect to be the source of the airborne contamination. 
I t  contains 9 9 . 68% of the total cesium in the building (Table 1 ) .  
However ,  i t  is not clear that el iminating air flow to the base
ment alone will decrease the BZA concentrations enough to permit 
the removal of respirators since there are already enough par
ticles on the upper elevations . Also, the net reduction of air 
flow would reduce mixing and could result in localized areas of 
high airborne contamination. 

An obvious method for reducing airborne levels in containment is 
to use the installed reactor building air handling systems in the 
purge or the purification mode .  Since the air removed from the 
reactor building is filtered and monitored, no large releases to 
the environment should occur. The fresh or filtered air intro
duced to the reactor building will dilute the airborne contamina
tion and reduce airborne concentrations . I n  general , larger 
clean-up ai r flows will result in larger reductions in the steady 
state airborne concentration. The relationship between purge 
rate and airborne concentration i s  shown on Figure 2 .  It  can be 
seen from the figure that a steady state equilibrium, which is a 
function of the airborne production rate , the redeposition rate, 
and the purge rate, is reached several hours after the initiation 
of purge. Continued purging past that time maintains this steady 
state airborne leve l .  Increasing the air flow rate o� the clean
up will decrease the steady state airborne concentration in an 
inverse relationship. Hence , doubling the purge flow rate will 
reduce the steady state airborne concentration by a factor of 
two. 

However , an order of magnitude reduction in BZA airborne con
centration is required to get all samples consistently below MPC. 
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Increasing the purge airflow by a factor of 1 0  is not a practical 
goal . Hence, the reactor building air clean-up systems cannot 
reduce airborne concentrations below MPC without other airborne 
reducing activities. 

No practical method of increasing the redeposit�on rate at TMI is 
obvious. However , the production rate could be reduced by decon
taminating all surfaces or by fixing all surface concentration . 
The air handling system might affect some "decontamination" if it 
removed signi ficant quantities of surface contamination. Table 1 
was prepared to investigate this possibility. 

Table 1 shows the cesium 1 37 burden on or associated with sur
faces of various areas and structures within the reactor 
build ing . Only a small fraction of the cesium in the building is 
in the form of airborne contamination. Therefore , the build ing , 
especially the basement, serves as an " infinite" source of cesium 1 
for airborne contamination. Wh ile not all of the cesium is in a 
form suitable for airborne generation , it seems clear that a 
large reservoir of radioisotope is available for airborne 
contamination. 

The removal rate of cesium from the building is less than 2 p C i  
of cesium 1 37 per minute ( @ 1 9 , 0 0 0  CFM ) . A single purge train running 
at 1 9 , 0 0 0  CFM would remove the total airborne burden in five 
hours assuming no production rate. and a homogenous distribution 
of airborne. However, the reservoir is so large that if only 
0 . 1 %  o f  the total cesium burden is in a form suitable for airborne 
generat ion , it would take 6 years for the purge flow to eliminate 
this material . 

While this is not a major effect, it seems to be possible to 
identify just such a long-term result. Until recently, the BZA 
airborne concentration data has dropped with time ( see Figure 3 ) .  
I f  the number of containment air volume turns per month is com
pared to the average BZA concentrations over a certain time 
period, they are found to be inversely proportional (Ref . 6 ) .  
The variation in the constant of proportionality for the time 
periods identified on Figure 3 is only a factor of three. This 
may indicate the presence of a secondary removal phenomenon which 
reduces the a irborne production rate with time. (Note: the pro
duction rate for Figure 1 was assumed not to be a function of the 
air flow rate . )  This may indicate that the steady state �olution 
decreases with time for any constant purge flow rat e .  

Howev er,  the BZA data since entry 1 30 has been rising steadily in 
spite of a constant purge rate. This could be due to several 
cond itions: 1 )  I ncreased work activity in the building; 2 )  
More activities in heavily contaminated areas; or 3 )  I ncreased 
airborne production rate. 
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Entry t 1 3 0 corresponds to December 1 9 8 2 .  Since this time, the 
majority of work performed in the reactor building has been on the. 
polar crane. It is unlikely that increased BZA airborne activity 
is being caused by the work on the polar crane, since contamina
tion in that area is relatively low. Clearly, more worker activ
ity in heavily contaminated areas has not been the reason for BZA 
increase either. Therefore, an increase in airborne production 
rate is the probable cause of the increased BZA airborne contami
nation . 

The available data indicates that the depth of water in the base
ment has been less than 1 '  since March 1 9 8 2 ,  and has been as low 
as 1 /4 "  (Ref . 1 1 ) .  The surfaces in the basement which were once 
covered up to 8 '  with highly contamination water and sludge, are 
now drying out .  The release of dry, contaminated dust i s  expected 
from these surfaces, and could be the source of the recent in
crease in BZA airborne contamination. Borated water used in 
decontamination washings of surfaces also has a tendency, once 
dried , to release dust particle due to the nature of the boron 
crystal s .  To reduce the dispersion of the contaminated dust 
throughout the reactor building , air fil teration from highly con
taminated dried surfaces , especially from the basemen t ,  should be 
terminate d ,  and the effect of removing boron from the decon water 
should be investigated . 

The purge system might also be used to reduce the airborne pro
duction rate by reducing the amount of atmospheric dust intro
duced into the reactor building . The supply bag filters are 
rated at 85% using the NBS discoloration test and remove . 5  
micron sized particles at a 55% efficiency, and 5 micron sized 
particles at a 98% efficiency (Re f .  3 ) . Since atmospheric dust 
ranges in s i z e from . 0 1  to 5 microns ,  this filter would not seem 
to be adequate to preclude the introduction of dust into the 
reactor building. Once introduced , this dust will settle onto 
contaminated surfaces, become contaminated, and serve as a mecha
nism for airborne generation . It is not clear what fraction of 
airborne contamination is the result of this mechanism. 
Increasing the efficiency of the air supply filtration system 
would reduce the amount of atmospheric dust which may help to 
reduce the airborne production rate. Intuitively, reducing the 
amount of dust introduced into the build ing could not have an 
adverse impact as long as the air flow is not reduced signifi
cantly. As a minimum, maintaining the air supply filtration 
system should proceed to assure that it is functioning as 
designed . Operation of at least one of the air handling trains 
in the purif ication mode should increase the air flow without 
increasing the atmospheric dust loading inside the build ing . 

1 
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Concepts for Containment Entries 

The present access to the TMI-2 reactor building is through the 
personnel airlocks. Personnel airlock 1 1  is located in the 
equipment hatch and is accessible from either the control build
ing or from outside. It is removable and can be pulled out of 
the equipment hatch if desired. Personnel airlock 12 is located 
at EL. 30 5 ' ,  Azimuth 28 2 • , and is accessible from the service 1 
build ing . I t  is fixed to the containment building and cannot be 
removed .  Both doors of either airlock can be opened at the same 
time to permit long objects to be carried into the reactor build-
ing. Eventually, a larger opening may be needed to support 
recovery activities inside containment .  At that point, either 
airlock t 1 , or the equipment hatch will have to be removed. In 
order for such an expedient to be permitted , some method must be 
devised to assure that there will be no uncontrolled airborne 
releases from the opening . 

One method would be to rely on a capture air velocity entering 
containment through the opening. A common capture air velocity 
used for radioactive lab hoods is 200 FPM. Only 1 3 , 000 CFM is 
required to achieve this velocity if the removable airlock is 
removed from the hatch . This can be achieved by using a single 
train of the existing RB ventilation and purge system which has 
a capacity of - 2 0 , 000 CFM. 

· 

However , if the entire equipment hatch is removed , 85 , 000 CFM 
flow through the hatch would be required to obtain a 200 FPM cap
ture velocity. This flow is not ach ievable with the existing RB 
ventilation and purge system ( 4 0 , 00 0  CFM) . In order to achieve 
the required velocity, the auxiliary and fuel handl ing building 
temporary HVAC system (henceforth WG-1 ) can be ut il ized . The 
most favorable way to utilize it would be to ut.il ize WG-1 as a 
backup to the existing purge system . The following is required 
to tie in WG - 1  to the RB ventilation and purge system ( see 
Ref .  5 ) :  

1 .  Utilize the two containment supply penetrations (R-549 and 
R-550 ) for the new exhaust path. 

2 .  Make two ductwork tie-ins: one between damper D5 1 28C and 
isolation valve AHV- 1 8 ,  one between damper D51 28D and isola
tion valve AHV- 1 A .  Place an isolation damper at each tie-in. 
The isolation damper should be a heavy duty low leakage 
industrial damper similar in construction to 05 1 28 C and D .  
These dampers should be controlled from the WG - 1  control 
pane l .  

3 .  Connect both tie-ins together and enter the auxiliary build
ing penthouse through the existing access opening . Both 
tie-ins are located close to the existing access 
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opening. However , the area below the penthouse is congested 
and routing the ductwork will be difficult . While existing 
ductwork may not have to be replaced, some ductwork will 
have to be removed to allow the new ductwork to be 
install ed,  then reinstalled . I n  addition instrument line s ,  
hangers , and conduit wi l l  have t o  be redesigned o r  relo
cated . All new ductwork will have to be ductwork designed 
for 2 PSI positive and negative pressure. I t  will have to 
be tested for bubble tightnes s .  This is to make the duct
work similar in construction to the ex isting purge system 
ductwork, as well as the WG- 1 ductwork. 

4 .  Run the duct through the penthouse and tie in to the 
existing WG-1 s tack connection. There will be diff iculties 
involved with working in the penthouse.  The existing access 
to the penthouse from the surge tank room is partially 
blocked by ductwork. Any ductwork installed in the 
penthouse will have to be li fted through the access opening. 
This opening cannot be left open for long periods because 
the penthouse is maintained at a high positive pres sure. 
Working in the penthouse with the access closed will 
necessitate ai r tanks or respirators for workers . The duct
work run through the penthouse wil l  be as described pre
vious l y .  The tie-in of the new ductwork to the ductwork of 
WG-1 w i l l  be in the transition piece from the penthouse to 
the stack. A mating flange will have to be welded to the 
inside of the WG- 1 connection , for installation of the new 
duct. 

With this arrangement , the ex ist ing system ' s  discharging into the 
stack wi l l  be unaffected by the operation of the WG- 1 exhaust 
fan s ,  since the new exhaust will be separate in the penthouse . 
When the new installed dampers are closed, the purge supply 
system can be run normally. The system would be run as follows: 

1 • Dampers 5 1 28A, 8 ,  C ,  and D would be closed . ( See Figure 1 • ) 
2 .  Valves AH-V-1 A, 1 8 ,  2A, and 28 would be opened. 

3 .  The purge supply systems would be off . Actions 1 ,  2 and 3 
would be init iated from the control room . 

4 .  Two of four WG-1 trains would operate for 6 0 , 0 00 CFM. The 
new isolation dampers would be opened . These actions would 
be init iated from the WG- 1 control panel in the turbine 
building . 

5 .  One or two existing purge exhaust trains would be operated 
for a total of 8 5 , 000 CFM or 1 1 0 , 000 CFM exhaus t .  These 
fans are started from the control room. 
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These modi fications would allow the removal of the equipment 
hatch because the capture air velocity could be maintained into 
the reactor building. Bence, components too large to be taken in 
through the 9 '  d iameter airlock 1 1  penetration could be brought 
into containment. Such a mod ification could provide a high 
degree of flexibility by placing a total of 1 1 0 , 000 CFM exhaust 
capacity at the discret ion of operating personnel . 

Al l concepts up to this point have assumed a 200 feet per minute 
capture velocity and the hatch open to atmosphere . While 2 0 0  
feet per minute i s  standard for a laboratory , the acceptability 
of this velocity in an environment subject to wind forces would 
have to be investigated. A wind blowing directly at the opening 
would not cause concern. However,  wind blowing across the 
opening may cause eddy currents which may draw particulates out 
of containment. Air curtains could be installed to negate the 
effects of wind . 

I n  order to ease fears of an open containment building , a con
tainment access building could be built . This would be a 
"Butler" type building, which would be kept at a positive 
pressure with respect to containment, and at a negative pressure 
with respect to atmosphere . This would be accompl ished by a 
supply air unit supplying fil tered , heated air to the access 
building . Air would enter the access building by means of the 
supply fan and by infiltration. Air would transfer to contain
ment through the hatch opening. This arrangement would have 
several advantages:  

1 .  There would be two boundaries between the containment and 
the outside. 

2 .  Supply air would be filtered, reducing exhaust filter 
loading, and possibly airborne contamination. 

3 .  Supply air would be heated for minimal temperature control . 

4 .  A laydown area would be available to prepare equipment for 
shipment in a clean environment . 

5 .  A health physics area would be available . 
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Location 

Airborne: 
Hi Volume 
BZA 

A i r  Handl ing:  
Fil ters 

Concrete Surfaces: 
EL 347 ' 6 "  

EL 305' 

EL 282 ' 6'' 
TOTAL 

Steel Surfaces : 
EL 347'' 6 "  

EL 305' 
EL 282 ' 6 "  
TOTAL 

Sl udge 
Sump Water 

*Above EL 370' 

TABLE 1 . 
SURFACE CESIUM BURDEN IN REACTOR BUILDING 

Cesium 
Size Concentration Burden (Ci ) 

·2x106 ft3 2 . 97xlo-9 uCi/cm3 1 . 68x1o-4 

2x106 ft3 2 . 5xlo-8 uCi /cm3 1 .42xlo-3 

80 ft2 2 . 58x10-l uCi/cm2 9 . 58xl0-4 

2.08x104 ft2 .09 uCi/cm2 (V) 4 . 9  
.62 uCi/cm2 (H) 

2 . 20x104 ft2 .50 uCi/cm2 (V) 1 2 .47 
.88 uCi /cm2 (H) 

2 . 1 3x104 ft3 Various 2942 
2960 . 3  

1 .02x104 ft2 5.6x1 o·? uCi /cm2 9 . 8xlo-4 

4 . 47xlo4 ft2 5 .3xlo-3 uCi/cm2* 
1 .94xlo4 ft2 2.4xl0-l uCi /cm2 5.25 
1 .1 3xlo4 ft2 3.0x1o1 uCi /cm2 377 . 5  

382.75 
6 . 39xl02 ft3 203.5 uCi/cm2 3681 . 5  
3.067xlo3 gal 12 . 483 uCi/cm3 144.9 

Remarks 

Ref. 6 
Ref. 6 

Ref. 7 

Ref. 7 

Ref. 9 

Ref. 8 

Ref. 8 
Ref. 8 

Ref. 10 
Ref. 1 0  
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TMI-2 WORK ENCLOSURE: 

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

INTRODU:TION 

A conceptual study was aubmitted in January for installation of a system 

of  work enclosures in the THI-2 Reactor Building to support the Reactor 

Disassembly and Defueling (RD&D) e ffort.  Following this, in a letter to lAAG, 

dated January 31, 1983, Mr. Kanga requested additional information and asked 

s everal specific questions concerning the proposed system of enclosure s. In 

response to this letter, we have prepared the following report. This report 

will: 

1 )  Review the concept originally proposed and discuss modifications made 

based on additional ' information, 

2.) Review the RD&D e ffort including cost in Man-Hours, Man-Rem and 

Dollars, 

3 )  Detail the estimated work enclosure costs and discuss the benefits, 

4 )  Provide a Cos t-Bene fit Analysis of RD&D with the Enclosures installed , 

5 )  Answer the specific questions asked in the January 31 letter to IAAG. 

SUMMARY 

Installation of the proposed system of enclosures in the TMI-2 Reactor 

Building for use during Reactor Disassembly and Defueling {RD&D) wou ld 

e l iminate the need for respirators and wet suits during most of that work, and 

the resulting increase in productivity would generate a calculated net savings 

of  7, 748 Man-Hours, 554 Man-Rem and $2 ,4791 ooo (see Fig. 14) during the 

course o f  the RD&D effort. The analysis used to obtain these results was 

conservative , and therefore the actual savings is expected to be higher than 

that calculated. 
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DISCUSSION 

'l'be original concept proposed is shown in Figure 1. These enclosures are 

designed to isolate personnel from a irborne and surface contamination in the 

Reactor Building by providing covered access and egress routes and work areas 

and by covering building and equipment surfaces within the enclosures to the 

maximum extent practical. Traffic through the enclosures would be as follows: 

1) Entrance on the 305 uvel through Personnel A irlock #2 and up to the 

347 level via the elevator, 

2 )  From the Elevator on the 347 level,  across the service deck to the 

enclosure in the canal area, (note that removal of a portion of the 

CRDM cable chase was assumed) , 

3) Entrance to the main enclosure, which completely encloses the canal 

area to the tops of the D-rings (including draping the walls) and 

extending to the North wal l  of the Reactor Building, through an 

anteroom at the South end of the D-rings (note that a hatch would be 

provided over the Reactor to provide access for the polar crane) , 

4 )  Exit from the work area would be through another anteroom, across the 

s ervice deck and down the open sta irway (also enclosed) and out 

personnel airlock 11 on the 305 leve l .  

lh i s  system o f  enclosures would be a i r  conditioned and maintained a t  a slight 

positive pressure. The stated objectives of this system of enclosures are the 

following: 

1) El iminate Respirators to the maximum extent possible, 

2) Solve or reduce the problem of heat stre s s ,  

3 )  Focus the work effort with a managable work boundary, 

4 )  Isolate the RD&D effort from other activities in the Reactor Building , 

5 )  He lp to minimize exposure. 

2 
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Since the date of  the earlier aubmittal the concept has evolved based on 

additional information obtained including a 12/28/82 Radiological Survey. 

Figure 2 shows the configuration now proposed. Note that those parts of the 

system on the 305 level and the main enclosure between the D-Rings remain the 

aame. Only the routing of tunnels and locations of anterooms on the 347 level 

have changed .  These change s :  

1 )  Route transit paths through the lowest radiation areas , {See Figure 2 )  

2 )  Make best use o f  available space by keeping the service deck and 

equipment hatch clear for equipment laydown and entry. 

3 )  Use the least obstructed routes in and out o f  the canal area. 

Shielding would be installed in the two anterooms located at the North end of 

the D-Rings. A cap covered with 2 inches of lead would be installed over the 

in-c ore instrument table to reduce the current dose rate of lR/HR to 

approximate l y 50 mR/HR. Otherwise the two anterooms would be shielded with 

3/8" of lead on the floors and up to 7 feet high on the walls.  As in the 

original submittal,  i t  is assumed that a portion of the CRDM cable chase can 

be  removed .  These two anterooms would provide space for laydown of small 

tools and a shielded waiting/rest area for personne l .  I t  i s  also assumed tha t 

the e·levator will be returned to service or that an alternate lift device will 

be provided .  This is an extremely important consideration for stream-lining 

the movement of personnel and equipment between the 305 and 347 levels. 

It was suggested in the original submittal that a partial or staged 

installation of the enclosures might be of benefit under certain 

c ircumstances. Ihe major benefits { i. e .  elimination of respirators and 

wetsuits) are only achievable, however, with the entire system installed, and 

we recommend that the ent ire system be installed rather than any separate part 

or parts of i t .  
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a re :  

That then is the basic design we are proposing. The important features 

1)  Tunnels and shielded anterooms, 

2 )  Enclosed, top-opening canal are a ,  

3) Air conditioning , 

4 )  Positive pressure ventilation, 

5 )  Elevator or alternate mechanical lift. 

'Ihe next major point is the scope and cost of the RD&D effort. Figure 3 

i s  a summary o f  GPU ' s  target cost factor for in-containment work during RD&D. 

lt is based on an estimated 1 0 : 1  ratio of total craft hours to craft hours 

in-containment. The "total craft hours" includes the balance of a man ' s  day 

prior to and after work in-containment as well as supporting craft work 

outside containment. Non-manual labor and dis tributable material (anti-c ' s ,  

respirators ,  tools etc . )  are estimated as functions o f  the total number of 

craft hours as indicated in Figure 3. The calculated factor is 

$375 /in-containment hour. Note that this does not include engineering. The 

basis for the 10 : 1  ratio is GPU ' s  target work schedule for the RD&D effort 

which is shown in Figure 4 .  Specifically, it calls for ind ividuals to work 2 ,  

2-hour stays in-containment per day, totalling 90 hrs. per day, five 

days-a-week. Note that this has not yet been achieve d.  In fac t ,  the current 

ratio is approximate ly 25:1 or s l ightly higher. Based on Radcon' s  Reactor 

Building Entry Data, the average stay in-containment through February 16,  1983 

has been 1 1/4 hrs. and just under 1-1/2 hrs. for entries in 1983 through that 

date;  and a t  the rate of 1 entry per man per day. Ihe 25 : 1  ratio has only 

recently been achieved and is still a quantum jump from 10: 1 .  
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Based on GPU's  January , 1983 Program Reassessment, and the cost factor 

calculated above (Figure 3) a summary of the cost in Man-Hours,  Man-Rem and $ 
of individual phases of the RD&D e ffort is shown in Figure 5 .  Note that the 

can-hours and dose rates accounted for in the Program Reassessment are for 

"selected" RD&D activities and may not include the total e ffort e stimated for 

RD&D. Again, note that no e ngineering is included in these figure s. the 

Man-Hours shown for each phase of the work were further subdivided in the 

Program Reassessment into hours at  d ifferent dose rate s. The figures shown 

are totals. 

Having reviewed the work scope for which the enclosure are intended, 

le t ' s  look at the cost of the enclosure s. Figure 6 shows a breakdown of the 

e s timated dollar costs for the enclosures. The first two rows, "Design" and 

"Engineering" are based on Man-hours only. "Pre-Installation" is materials 

and fabri cation, including A/C, HEPA ' S ,  blowers and lighting as well as 

tenting material and scaffolding. "Installation" and "Removal" are 

in-containment hours including supervision. Note that ''Installation" is the 

biggest item and that the sum of "Installation" and "Remova l" make s up over 

half the cost of the entire system. "Shielding" is a material cost only, 

including 2" of lead for the in-core instrument cover and 3/8" for the floors 

and walls of the anterooms. ''Maintenance" is based on shipyard experience for 

enclosures of  this type. It was calculated as 10% of the initial installation 

labor costs per year for 4 years which is the e stimated duration of the RD&D 

work scope. "Di sposa 1" was originally calculated using estimated volumes of 

the tenting and scaffolding material when taken down, costed at rates provided 

by GPU for L� boxe s, shipment and buria l. The results were then doub led to 

keep them conservative. Note that costs for enclosing the open stairway are 

included along with ''West '1\mnel", but that no cost is included for putting 
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the e levator back in aervice. Nevertheless use of the e levator is considered 

to be extremely important for the RD&D effort , vith or without the enclosures. 

Comparing costs of Man-hours ,  Man-rem and $ for the Enclosures and for 

the RD&D effort (See Figure 7 )  we can see that costs for the enclosures are 

small particularly when compared to the benefits to be gained from their use. 

Let us next assess these benefits.  

The first of the stated objectives of this proposed system of enclosures 

are "to get people out of respirator s ,  to the maximum entent possible", and 

"to solve or reduce the heat stress problem". Currently, however, large 

penalties are being paid for the required use of respirators and wet suits 

which together are a major source of the heat stress problem. The first of 

these penalties is longer suit up time. This time is not in-containment, s o  

i t  generates n o  man-rem, but it must be accounted for i n  the 1 0 : 1  ratio which 

i s  the basis of the $375 / In-containment Hr. Second , i s  reduced time in 

containment. The work e .ffort to date has been limited to a large extent by 

heat stress rather than radiation. The third is reduced worker productivity 

while in-containment due to physical discomfort , impaired vision and mobility 

as well as heat stress. 

Figure 8 includes a list cf the protective clothing Which is now 

genera lly being worn, depending upon the work being done. The list has 

recently been s tream-lined somewhat but i t  is still  extensive. It should be 

noted that the effects of heat stress begin to accumulate, not When the 

individual goes into containment , but as  soon as the clothing is put on. 

Installation of the proposed system of enclosures would eliminate the need for 

a t  least the wet suit, respirator and ice vest for most work. This would 
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reduce the suit-up time for the individual going into containment and also, as 

noted in Figure 8, reduce: 1) the time required to prepare this equipment for 

use,  2 )  the time spent by individuals assisting during suit-up and 3) the 

solid waste generated by their disposal. All of these are included in the 

real cost of  time in-containment , although solid waste diaposal is not 

included in the t375 /In-containment Hr factor used to compute CPU' s  costs for 

thi s  analysis. 

"Stay time" in-containment is the second point listed under penalties 

paid for wearing respirators and wet suits. Figure 9 shows the stay times 

recommended under various conditions by CPU ' s  Industrial Safety Computer 

Program. These stay times are currently being extended by use of ice vests, 

but the weight penalty for the ice vest is considerable, and it doesn ' t  go 

away when the ice melts. ·A particularly dangerous aspect of heat stress is  

the sudden onset of the dizziness and weak-knees which result when limits are 

exceeded. Even experienced people can experience these effects if they lose 

track of  t ime. By examining Figure 9 we can see that installing the proposed 

system ?f enclosure s ,  so tha t  most of the work can be done wearing only 

anti- C ' s ,  will extend the stay time limits up to and beyond CPU' s  target 2-hr 

work period , even without air-conditioning. 

The third penalty resulting from wearing respirators and wet suits is 

reduced worker productivity within the time limits imposed by heat stress. 

the reduction in productivity results from physical discomfort and impaired 

vision and mobility associated with respirators and wet suits. Based on 

s hipyard and indus try experience,  the minimum expected loss in productivity 

for donning respirators and wet suits, is  33%. Conversely, removal will 

result in a 50% increase over productivity while wearing them. 
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Improvements in these three factors: Suit-up Time, Stay Time and 

Productivity would contribute significantly to meeting or reducing the 

man-hour, man-rem and $ budgets for RD&D, but an additional factor which has 

even greater potential for savings i s  the ability to avoid delays. 

Installation of the propsed system of work enclosures will allow improved 

controls to be implemented which will avoid delays in completion of the RD&D 

effort. As diagrammed in Figure 10, improved eontro ls include: 

1. Focusing the work effort with a manageable work boundary 

2.  Isola ting the RD&D work from other in-containment activities 

3.  Better communication in the work area using normal voice 

communication without radios or shouting through repsirators 

4 • .  Better communc iation between the actual in-containment e ffort and 

outside support , including engineering , by al lowing convenient access 

to the work site for "gofers" and engineers and o thers who must 

c learly grasp the situation in-containment. 

Figure 1 1  summarizes the potential gains to be had from implementation of 

the proposed system. For the first factor, "Suit-up Time",  no quantitative 

gain .has been identifie d ,  but recall that included here are support man-hours 

and solid waste disposal in addition to time spent by the individual actually 

going into containment (See Figure 8)  

For the second factor, "Time In-Containment , "  a 50% gain is  claimed. 

Note that according to GPU ' s  Industrial Safety recommendations (Fig. 9 ) ,  there 

i s  a 4-fold (400%) increase al lowed in stay time if both respirators and wet 

•uits can be removed .  However, 4004 exceeds the increase that would normally 

be utilized under CPU ' s  target 4-hour in-containment work day schedule, and 
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some of  the required gain has already been achieved using ice vesta. 

therefore a gain of only 50% is claimed, al though it is believed to be 

c onservative. 

For the third factor, ''Productivity In-Containment , "  the 50% gain 

referred to  for removal of respirator·s and wetsuits is claimed. Note that 

this i s  the minimum gain expected based on industry and shipyard experience. 

For the forth factor, "Avoiding Delays" no quantitative gain is 

identified, but ,  again, this factor has the greatest potential for savings. 

Particularly in the "gold fish bowl" environment of TMI the impacts of 

mistakes -and delays are magnified far beyond their actual practical effects. 

Having reviewed individual factors contributing to potential ga1ns for 

installation of the system of enclosures,  we must sum these individual factors 

into a single "Gain Factor" to be used for the cos t-benefit analysis. All of 

the factors identified cannot be applied uniformly to the 3 components of cost 

(man-hours, man-rem and $) used in the analysis. In addition, all of the work 

identified as part of RD&D (55,247 man-hours in-containment) may not be able 

to be done inside the enclosure s ,  therefore the Gain Factor cannot be applied _ 

t o  all of  the RD&D cos t .  For these reasons, and to insure that the results of 

the cos t-benefit analysis are conservative, a Gain Factor of 15% will be used 

instead of the SO% , 1007. or more which might otherwise be deduced from the 

data presente d .  

Th i s  factor o f  15% is used in the cost-benefit analysis shown in Figure 

12. The first line, RD&D, is a summary of GPU' s  estimates from the January , 
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8 3  Program Reassement (plus the cost estimate) which were detailed in Figure 

S. the second line is the result of applying the 15% Gain Factor to each of 

the RD&D i tems in the first line. The third line is a summary of all the 

costs associated with the enclosures which were detailed in Figures 6&7. The 

"bottom l ine" is the difference between lines 2 and 3, the potential gains and 

costs of  the enclosures respectively� the Net Savings shown are considerable, 

particularly in light of the conservatism built into them. 7200 Man-hours 

makes a total of  16 weeks at  the target rate of 90 hrs/day. The Man-rem 

savings. SOD-plus. and the dollar savings, $2-1/4 million, are certainly 

sufficient justification for implementation of the proposed system of 

enc losure s and would be even if reduced by half. 

The enclosures on which this analysis was based were the industry 

s tandard 11tents" which most people would visualize when referring to the 

subject. There i s ,  however, another design available which we believe offers 

�onsiderable advantages for this application. It is a modular, stainless

steel construction which offers in particular, ease of installation and 

durability. Although i t  does not lend itself well to enclos ing the open 

sta irway or the canal area, this design is very wel l  suited for construction 

of the tunnels and anterooms. Figure 131 shows a cost comparison of tent 

(Facilon) and stainless steel for construction of  the tunnels and anterooms in 

the proposed system of enc losure . In both cases, the cost of enclosing the 

open stairway with Facilon is included. Identical costs are assumed for 

Design. Engineering and Shielding. For Pre-installation (materials and 

fabrication) the cost for stainless steel is much higher as might be expected , 

but for Installation and Removal, which are composed entirely of 

in-containment hours and make-up the largest item for the enclosure s ,  a 
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DESIGN 

Et£INEERING 

Pf£INSTALLA TION 
N w It-STAI..LATION 

9IT£L[)IOO 

J£MO/AL 

DISPOSt\L 

tw:NTENAt-LE 

TOTM. 

roST <XWMISOO 

"TENT" \IS. STAUlESS STEEL Et-LLOSJRES 

CTIJ·JNELS & ANTER001S ott. Y> 

FACILON 

tf\TERIAL. 

$ 10.972.00 

$ 8,976.00 

$ 67,039.00 

$260,865.00 

$ 23,470.00 

$133,500.00 

$ 2�.000.00 

$10�.3�.00 

SB33.167 .00 

FI<lJRE 13 

STAIN..ESS STEEL 

PN'flS 

$ 10.972.00 

$ 8,976.00 

$ 95.�5�.00 

St56,a.t�.oo 

$ 23.470.00 

$ 25.876.00 

$ 6,(XXJ.00 

$ 62.�17.00 

$389.203.00 





substantial savings is expected from use of the stainless ateel construction. 

Disposal and Maintenance are also considerably less using the atainless 

ateel. Because of their durability and the ease with which they . can be 

cleaned up, they are well suited for disassembly and re-use in different 

locations and conf igura tions. There fore , they need not be diapoaed of. The 

$6,000 for Disposal under the stainless ateel heading is mainly for the 

Facilon used to enclose the open stairway. The maintenance costs for both 

types of cons truction were calculated as being 10% of the initial installation 

labor cost per year for 4 years, although this is probably too high for the 

stainless steel construction. the net result is approximately a quarter of a 

million dollars saved using the stainless steel. Figure 14 shows a 

cos t-benefit analys i s ,  the same as Figure 12,  except that the stainless steel 

c onstruction is substituted for tent construction for the tunnels and 

anterooms. Sub stantially bigger savings would be gained across tha board using 

the s tainless steel construction. 

The l a s t  point to be addre ssed in this report is the specific questions 

asked in the January 31 letter from Mr. Kanga to tAAG. These questions are 

reprinted with answers in Figures 15-20. 
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Ef'tL05lJJ£S 

NET SAVHXJS 
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aJJTAI�NT 
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58 
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$ 2,479 

( 1 )  BA� 00 $375/IN-aM"AittfNT JnR, OCIS NOT If'tllDE EOOit£ERDI3. 
(2) Iti:Ll.IIS f-\1\lERIN.S. HIJ, INSTALLATION (BAS£0 GJ $375/lN-roiTAitH:Nf fWU. 

REMOVAL, ETC. 
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2. A lRL£ Kt\N-f£M BALW:E <COST VS. BEf'.fFIT> MJST BE OCVELCPED. (JJ 
lHE aJST SIDE, tf\N-REM A)SOC!ATED WITH EACH (F lHE OOST CAlEOORIES 

IN 1 N30/f., SHOU.O BE IN:LLOOJ. 00 1HE OC�£FIT SIDE, A 

fJ.Jt#TITATIV£ ESTJMA.TE IS tf:ECfD a: lHE Mt\N-JIM JffilCTIOO WITCH 

COU.O BE ACHIEVED. 

ON THIS POINT. h£ FEEL IT IS lWrnTAtiT ID IHN< rnN ll£ COOTS mJ 

E£NEFITS INTO 11-IE MAJOR REt-rnTS CF 11-IE PRCR>�D ro�EPlS, 

S'ECIFICM..L Y: 

o SHIEtDir-lJ (COST VS. Kt\N-f£M f££l.tTI(JJ Ill TO OCCREA.<ID 

PAarATIOO 00� PATES) 

o TRAf'.EIT-PAlH..JAY 

o E f'LLO�D \-rnK f:.ff.A 

o En:LO�D. SHIELDED �ST �A 

- �E FIG. 7 & 12 

�IGJF£ 16 

CCOST VS. MAN-f£M f£ru;r.[00 
OOE TO IWRCMD EFFICIE�Y 

IN 11-IE� '*.AS) 





N co 

3. \.£ NEED A Ma£ CXM>Lffi EVALUATICJJ CF THE EXPERIOCE BASE, N1W 
9-UPYtroS OR OTHERS, WITH EttLOSJ� OF 1HE TYPE RErotftmJ. 

S'ECIFIC CUESTIOf\E �ICH en£ m MIND ME: 

A> HAVE Er-LLOSURES LD<E THIS ff:EN �D EFFECTIVELY IN HIGH 

RADIATION ME�. AND WITH �AT J£SULTS? CM PfNNITA�S CF st.Of 
AN lf'ffiO\CH IN LCM RADIATION Bir aNTN-mlATED NJO DIRTY 

EW1Rat1Em-5 IS EVIDENT. BUT lHIS IS A DIFFERENT Srn.JATION. ) 

- YES, cmTAifKNTS CF llUS TYPE HAVE BEEN U� St.tCE.Smt.Y AT 

NB-PORT NEWS SHlPBUILD:OO TO PRMDE LOCALIZED \-m< N£.� IN 

F£AC10R OWNm-£NTS <F f1JRE lHAN 25 SLBMNIDJES, f.S \aL AS 

NlMERO.B St.W ACE SHlPS MD L.AID-BASED PROTOTTPES, llJIDl7 

OCRJELING CJ>EPATIOt£. THESE /PPLICATIO� DNQVE HIGH fWJIATION 

ME� �ERE THE POTENTIAL FeR S'REMJ CF aM'fffiNATIOO IS Gf£AT. 

THEY HAVE ALSO E£EN U�D WITH R:>STIIVE, INSTEMJ CF t£GATIVE, 

PRESSH: VENTILATION TO ESTMLISH CLEAN Rm1 ErNJ:Rat£NTS FeR 

sot-£ CJ>EPA TIOf\G. 





3 B )  HAVE SLtH E�LOSHS BEEN lf>ED EFFECTIVELY Fffi EXTEtooJ 

PERIOOS? THE TMI -2 E�LOSUI£ WlJLD OC IN-PLACE Fffi SEVE�L 

YEIRS. 

- YES , THIT E�LOSUitS HAVE BEEN IN lff:, EVEN am:xXJRS. Fffi 2 

YE�S ffi ffiRE. THE STAIN..ESS STEEL DESIGN WAS ORIGINALLY 

INIDlJED FOR USE 00 CO'STRLCTION SffiS. AN E�LOru£ (f THIS 

TYPE IS a..Rft:ml Y liiNG INSTALLED aJTSlll: (f AIRLOO< 1#1. 

FiaJI£ 18 





w 0 

3 C) \-1-!AT IS TI-E MAlNTENM\tE HISTffiY 00 Tl£SE Ef'LLOSUF£S? 

WUNffi.lt\f'.L£ hmK IN THE 1MI -2 CASE \.Xl.JLD BE lXJlE IN A HIGH 

RADIATION HNIROOENT. 

- Tt-£ F tcmR USED IN nE NW. YSIS WAS 101. CF INITIAL It.STALLATICJJ 

LteOR PER YEIR. llUS IS A CON�RVATIVE E:S'I"IW\TE BA�D CJJ 

SHlPYMD EXPERIEJitE. THE SN1: FAClUR w.\S lf)ED Fffi M STAThtESS 

STEEL TYPE, flJT THIS IS PROBAll. Y M.tH TOO HIGH. 

FIGJF£ 19 
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VII .  Review of Fuel Transfer System Design 

TAAG was requested by GpU (Kanga letter 4540-82-0039 dated Dec. 3,  1982 

and Devine's letter 4500-83-0199 dated March 3,  1983) to perform a 

parallel review of various items pertaining to the fuel transfer system 

while Design Engineering proceeded to establish the engineering baseline 

for the fuel handling system modifications. TAAG's reponse to the 

various items are noted below: 

Item 1:  "Provide recorrvnendation on whether one or both mechanisms 

should be modified11 

TAAG's Rewonse: "In order to provide a high degree of reliability , 

both mechanisms should be modified" 

Item 2: 11Review the following Bechtel documents on the fuel transfer 

system - 11Functional Requirements" and "Technical Scoope". 

Please pro.vide endorsement and comments." 

TAAG' s Response: "Functional Requirements" 

1 .  TAAG's  comments on B&W's proposed modifications (contained in 

TAAG's fourth report) are applicable and should be incorporated as 

appropriate. 

2.  The functional requirements should provide a worst case scenario 

for the vendor to work with. 

3.  The functional requirements do not include the speci fie operational 

and environmental conditions that will be experienced during 

de fueling of TMI-2 (e. ·g. number of cycles with defueling loads, 

water chemistry including increased boron and possible higher than 

normal particulate concentration, duration of immersion in this 

water chemistry) . SUch conditions are not obviously within the 

range of normal 40 year life conditions. 
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4.  With respect to paragraph 4,  this requirement could be read to mean 

that continued use of a modified chain/sprocket drive system is 

acceptable. Based upon work already done, the requirement should 

be to replace the chain/sprocket drive with a design that is 

reliable and not subject to the problems experienced on the 

chain/sprocket system. 

5. Add at the end of last. sentence in paragraph 7 "for the 

removal/installation of all active components". 

6 .  The Functional Requirements should identify that the hydraulic 

system should use borated water (3500 ppm) or should have a limited 

volume of hydraulic fluid. 

7. Item llg should indicate that this requirement assumes that an 

operator or equipment error occurs after the loss of power or 

switch failure. 

s. It is  not apparent why it is necessary to design this system to 

loss of coolant accident conditions. Radiation dose requirements 

should be that exposure which will be received during normal 

non-accident conditions over the projected design life. 

Fuel Transfer System Modification Technical Specification Rev. A 

(Specification 15737-2-R-180) 

1 .  Para 4 . 2 . 2 . 2  Operating Instructions 

These instruction should cover at least the first steps to be taken 

under abnormal or emergency conditions, e.g.  if binding occurs, 

cable breakage, etc. 
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2. Appendix A 

Para 6 - ALARA considerations should be included in maintenance 

activities as well as installation and operation. 

There should be an additional paragraph on operating hydraulic 

systems. Additionally, i f  pure water i s  used, the volume available 

must be limted and controlled due to boron dilution or water must 

meet the pool chemistry conditions. 

Para ll.d - Limit switches or indicators should be provided to 

indicate "abnormal" operating condition, e . g .  normal carriage cable 

tension is approximately 150 pounds yet design calls for the limit 

switch to be set at approximately 3000 pounds (just below 

breakage) . Indications of binding or other problems should be 

provided . 

3. As indicated -via reference 3,  the specification should indicate 

that both mechanisms should be modified. 

4.  It i s  not apparent that fuel transfer mechanism comments 5, 7,  8 

and 10 submitted via the fourth TAAG Report relative to asymetrical 

loading , limit switches, transfer tube flanges, and embedment 

integrity of the mechanism rails have been included. These should 

be evaluated for any necessary changes. 

Item 3: "Review the basic B&W proposed plan for Fuel Transfer Tube 

Modification - RDV - 450101 and endorse as acceptable and 

proper for defueling TMI-2 . "  

TAAG's Response: TAAG endorses the cable carriage drive (B&W's 

proposed modification) and provides GPU with the 

following additional comments: 

1. Use of a winch cable drive system will provide a more reliable and 

less complicated system to move the transfer carriage. 
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2 .  The winch should be mounted such that the center line o f  the cable 

drums are 90 degrees to the center line of the transfer system as 

shown on Figures 3 and 4 of reference (b) , unless engineering 

evaluations show that other options are satisfactory. 

3. Reeving of the cable should be done so as to ensure the cables are 

taut. 

4. Sheave guards should be provided to prevent the cable from running 
off the sheave. 

5.  Additional comments were included in the "Fourth Report of TAAG". 

Item 4: "Recommend a test plan on the modified equipment that will 

assure its long time dependability". 

TAAG 's Response: Final test plan approval should be deferred pending 

completion of the system design. Operating 

components should be selected during system design 

based on available test results that show 
dependability under the conditions that are expected 
during fuel transfer. Vendors should recommend what 

life cycle testing is required considering their 

long term field experience with the equipment. In 
some cases replaceability of components may preclude 

the need for life cycle testing . 

The test plan should include, but not be limited to, 

performing a reliability operational check of the 
system utilizing a test load equal to the load to be 

transported via the fuel transfer system. (See 

Appenaix C of spc. 15737-2-R-180 for Bechtels 

check-out, testing requirements ) .  
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The modified transfer system shall be tested as a minimum, including the 

following specific system capabilities and features: 

a. Emergency carriage retrieval from the reactor building (RB) to the 

fuel handling building (FHB) should the drive system fail.  

b .  Emergency basket upri!tltirg/lowerirg capability should the upender 

system fail. 

c .  Drive system cable tensioning method to prevent excessive cable 

slack. Cable sheaves, pulleys, etc. to retain the capability 
shoulo the tensioning system fail (if a cable drive system is used ) .  

d .  Appropriate control interlocks and limit switches to prevent 

equipment damage due to operator error ( e . g . ,  an interlock to 

prevent carriage motion with the basket in an upright position) . 
e .  Appropriate control panel indications for remote verification of 

equipment position (e. g . ,  carriage in FHB, basket uprighted, etc. ) .  

f .  Position indicators o n  the carriage/track suitable for visual 

confirmation of the carriage position from the RB and FHB operating 

floor elevations through the canal/pool water . 

g.  Appropriate fail-safe features to prevent equipment damage due to a 

power or limit switch failure. 

h .  Method(s) to minimize the buildup of contamination on above-water 
drive system components ana to minimize the spread of contamination 

to the FHB atmosphere from these components ( e . g . , washing systems 

or enclosures) . 

i. Maximize the allowable track misalignment while retaining 

operational reliability of the transfer carriage travel. 

j .  Threaded fasteners used on underwater installed equipment shall be 

checked to ensure later removability . 

Item 5:  "Recommend upender modifications or alternatives to 

accommodate assymmetrically loaaed fuel canisters. 

T AAG' s Response: It is understood that B&W is now investigating 
several alternat1ves to accommodate assymetrically 

loaded canisters. TAAG has no additional 
recommenaations. 
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Item 6 :  Review compatibility of all system components to withstand 

long term exposur e to the borated water in both the canal and 

the storage pool. This compatibility should include bearing 

materials and pivot materials i� the upender system. 

TAAG ' s  Response: Since the design of the equipment is not y et 

completed, a r eview of individual components does 

not seem appropriate at this time. Rather a 

component by component r eview can be done when 

drawings are made. In the meantime the following 

guidelines can be used in s election of material s :  

The borated water will have very little affect 

on carbon steel or stainless steel. It will 

have some effect on nickel base alloys and 

copper base alloys. It will have a 

deterimental effect on aluminum alloys. It is 

also noted that electrolytic characteristics of 

the components must also be considered. 

These guidelines are based on limited research in 

the following references: 

1 .  Course 14 corrosion , by American Society of 

metals. 

2. Corrosion as Prevention in Water 
Butler & !son 

Published by Reinhold Publishing Company 1966 

3. Milton & Roy Bulletin 200.001 0 Material 

Selection Chart 

4 .  Chemical Resistance of Construction Material 

Bulletin L-907 by Chemical Flow Corporation 
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VIII. Evaluation of TMI-2 Quick Scan Results 
� - r' be '-��·-� 

TAAG evaluated the/results of the Quick Scan experiment which was 
( . performed on October 16, 1982. The results of that evaluation are 

contained in attachments VIII - One and VIII - Two, which are attached 
to this section of the report. Overall conclusions and recommendations 

,resultirYJ from the evaluation are sunvnarized as follows . 

a. Overall Conclusions 

(1)  The dose rates measured during Quick Scan are most likely due 

to surface contamination of both vertical and horizontal metal 
surfaces, rather than to significant core debris on the plenum 

assembly top cover. 

(2)  This is consistent with TV inspections during Quick Look of 

the upper region of the control rod guide assembly, and also 

with the results of removed leadscrew piece examinations. 

(3) Tne surface contamination is most likely a tightly adherent 

cesium contamination in either the oxide film or bark metal. 

The preliminary results of a leadscrew piece evaluation 

indicate that the cesium is most likely contained in the metal 
oxide film, and that there has been no intergrannular attack 

of ba� metal. 

.s. 

(4) The dose rates from plenum assembly components once the 
reactor vessel head is removed will be higher than estimated 

for head removal planning purposes. For example, it was 
assumeo for planning that the dose rate at a point four feet 
beyond the inside diameter of the reactor vessel and five feet 

above the flange is 8 . 5  R/hr. Based on the Quick Scan 

results, this dose is estimated to be about 40 R/hr. This 
oose rate can be defined with greater certainty once the 

/'"'• 
results � Quick Scan 2 measurements become available. 

\ 
G� 
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(5) The dose rates from the head itself appear to be on the same 
order of magnitude as currently experienced at other plants. 

The head itself can likely be handled using procedures 

currently planned. 

b. Recommendations 

The followirlJ steps are recommended: 

0 

0 

0 

Perform various metallographic and radiological examinations 

of the leadscrew pieces removed - the core positions B-8 , E-9, 

ana H-8. 

Perform further under-the-head examinations to provide further 

confirmation of the cause and magnitude of dose rates. 

£valuate the impact on currently planned head removal 

operations of the higher dose rates measured during Quick 

Scan, particularly during the short period of time between 

reactor vessel head removal and filling the indexing fixture 

with water. 

It is recommended, in addition, that a method be developed to 

permit the underhead examination to be performed independently 

of the status of the polar crane, so that these examinations 
can proceed in spite of the "holdn which has currently been 

place on operations involving the crane. Specifically, it is 
recommended that : 

0 a tool be obtained for cutting a leadscrew support tube 

underneath the reactor vessel head, so that access can be 

obtained to regions above the plenum assembly cover plate 

without removing a control rod drive mechanism. 
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0 A tool of this type which does not require a reactive 

force for cutting operations be procured, e . g . ,  the 

plasma arc cutter which proof-of-principle tests at R&W 
showed to be promising . This type of tool would likely 

be very useful in subsequent defueling operations. 
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ATTACHMENT VIII-ONE 
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MPR ASSOCIATES. I NC. 

January 2 5 ,  1983 

Mr . w. H .  Hamilton 
Consulting Engineer 
Post Office Box 6 1 3 
Ligon i e r ,  PA 15658 

Subject : TMI-2 Quick Scan Results 

Dear Mr . Hamilton: 

Enclosed is a report we prepared for the Technical 
Assistance and Advisory Group (TAAG) covering evaluations of 
the TMI-2 Quick Scan Results .  This report contains a few 
revis ions to the draft report transmitted to TAAG membe rs at 
the meeting on January 10-1 1 ,  198 3 .  

The major change is that we have included a new section 
(Page 11) to estimate the doses which would be received from 

plenum assembly components once the reactor vessel head is 
removed . This estimate assumes sur face contamination on 
plenum components equal to that inferred from the Quick Scan 
measurements � This dose rate , at a d i s tance 4 feet beyond 
the vessel flange and 5 feet above the flange is about 75 
R/hr , compared to the planning basis dose of 8 . 5  R/br .  
According l y ,  current head r emoval plans will have to be re
evaluated to determine i f  changes are needed to accommodate 
the higher dose rates.  

As d iscussed at the last TAAG meeting , the results of 
our evaluations d i ffer in some respects from the preliminary 
evaluation results of other organi zations . These 
d i f ferences need to be resolved. They may be summar i zed as 
follows : 

0 We , as well as GPUN personnel ,  have concluded that 
dose rates measured during Quick Scan are most 
l i kely due to general surface contamination of 
stainless steel surfaces, including vertical 
sur faces as well as hori zontal ones. We 
understand that the preliminary Bechtel evluations 
indicate, on the other hand , that the dose rates 
are due to a radiation source on the plenum 
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M P R  ASSOCIATES. INC. 

Mr . W. H .  Hamilton - 2 - January 2 5 ,  1983 

assembly cover plate equivalent to having the 
debr is from five fuel assemblies located on the 
plate. 

0 Our evaluation indicates that the dose rate to be 
e xpected four feet beyond the inside of the 
reactor vessel flange and five feet above the 
flange once the reactor vessel head is r emoved is 
about 75 R/hr . The preliminary Bechtel 
evaluations indicate that the dose rate at th is 
location was about 2 5 5  R/h r .  

0 Our evaluation indicates that the dose rate 
underneath the reactor vessel head, once the head 
is si tting on its storage stand , is in the r ange 
of 35 to 185 R/hr at a point 18 inches below the 
centermost leadscrew support tube. The 
preliminary Bechtel evaluation indicates that the 
dose rate at this location is about 4 0 0  to 6 0 0  
R/hr . 

We also understand that some consideration is being 
g i ven to repeating the Quick Scan measurements with the 
reactor water level lowered to the elevation of the plenum 
assembly cover plate. We have estimated the dose rates for 
such a measurement ,  in 9rder avoid having a major supr ise i f  
the measurements are taken without wate r .  In par t icular , we 
would expect the dose rates to increase signif icantly i f  the 
water level is lowered , because water would no longer be 
available for shielding . For example, a dose rate of about 
5 5 0  R/hr was measured at the elevation of the plenum 
assembly cover plate during Quick Scan with water . With the 
water level lowered , we would expect th is dose rate to 
increase to the range of 1500 to 2000 R/hr . Similarly, the 
dose rate of about 50 R/hr measured at�he inside surface of 
the reactor vessel head would li kely increase to 500 to 6 0 0  
R/hr . 

Please call me if  you have any questions with regard to 
th is letter or the enclosed repo r t .  

cc : H .  Burton, DOE 
B .  Kang a ,  GPUN 
J .  Devine, GPUN 

S incerely, 

David G .  Strawson 
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REPORT FOR TAAG 

EVALUATION OF 
TMI -2 QUICK SCAN RESULTS 

1 .  Purpose 

The TMI-2 Technical Asssi tance and Advisory Group 
(TAAG) has evaluated the results of the Quick Scan 

experiment which was pe r formed on December 1 6 ,  1 9 8 2 .  
I n  summary ,  Quick Scan consisted of insert ing an ion 
chamber w i thin two of the vacated leadscrew hole s ,  
i . e . ,  a t  core positions B-8 and E-9.  At each location, 
the g amma dose rate was measured at var ious elevations , 
from the inside surface of the reactor vessel head down 
to s i x  inches below the plenum assembly cover plate. 

The intent of the TAAG evaluation was to assess the 
r a d i ation source characte r i s t ics underneath the reactor 
vessel head , based on the Quick Scan results , and to 
assess the implication of these results on subsequent 
defueling operat ions . Information available to date on 
measurements of the three pieces removed from leadscrew 
H-8 was also considered in the evaluations. 

2 .  Summary and Conclusions 

The results of the Quick Scan experiment are contained 
i n  Reference 1 ,  and summari zed in enclosed Figures 1 
through 3 .  In par ticular , Fig ure 1 iden t i f i e s  the 
measurement locations and Figures 2 and 3 show the 
measured g amma dose rates for pos i t ions B-8 and E-9 , 
respectively. Based on compa r i ng the measured dose 
rates to those predicted for various types of sources 
as d i scussed in Section 4 ,  and based on an overall 
review of the measured dose rates , i t  is concluded 
tha t :  

a .  The dose r a tes measured a t  both pos i t i on s ,  shown 
super imposed in Fig ure 4 ,  are qu ite s i m i l a r .  This 
implies that some consi stent type of mechanism is 
causing the dose rate s ,  rather than some localized 
deposi t type phenomenon , such as a p i le of debr i s  
over a small area o f  the plenum cover . 





b .  The measured dose rates are highest i n  the . region 
of plenum components , i . e . ,  SOO to 6 0 0  r/hr from 
s i x  inches below the plenum cover to about 
1 8  inches above the plenum cover . The dose rates 
are substantially l.ower in the -reg ion of . reactor 
vessel he4d components, .i . e . ,  about SO. r/hr · at _the 
elevation of the ins ide �f the head and up to 
200 r/hr at the bottom end of the 2 . 1  inch I D  
leadscrew support tubes . Conclusions w i th regard 
to head component and plenum component radiation 
levels are g iven below. 

c .  Reactor vessel head component dose rates may be 
characteri zed as follows: 

0 The inside surface of the reactor vessel head 
is not signif icantly contaminated . Th i s  can 
be seen from Fig ure S ,  which shows that i f  
the head were contaminated to the same degree 
as removed leadscrews , ( i . e . ,  about SO r/hr 
a t  contact ) ,  a s i g n i ficant dose rate peak 
would have been measured a t  the inside sur
face of the head . No such peak was observed . 

0 The measured dose rates are consistent with 
having surface con tamination on the leadscrew 
support tubes only, of about the same magni
tude as on the removed leadscrew pieces 
(about SO r/hr ) .  This is shown in Fig ure 6 ,  

which compares the measured dose rates to 
those predicted for uniform contamination on 
the inside and outside surface of the support 
tube equal to that on the leadscrew. Actual 
dose rates are lower near the vessel head 
than would be predicted based on leadscrew 
contamination. One pos s i bi l i ty i s  that the 
activity depos i tion is tempe r ature dependent , 
so decreases near the head which was l i kely 
cooler than the support tubes . 

0 The dose rate from vessel head components,  
once the head i s  removed from the reactor 
vessel, will l i kely not be substantially 
d i f ferent than the dose rates expe r i enced at 
an operating pla n t .  For example , Oconee 
experienced a dose rate of 3 5  r/hr about 
18 inches below the bot tom of the leadscrews 
with the head on i ts storage stand . This 
dose rate is included for reference i n  
Figure 6 .  The dose rate for the TMI-2 
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reactor vessel head on its storage stand has 
been calculated assuming surface contamina
tion on the leadscrew suppo r t  tube s .  Thi s  
dose, a t  1 8  inches below the bottom o f  the 
leadscrews , as shown in Fig ures 7 and 8 ,  has 
an upper l i m i t  value of about 1 8 5  r/hr , and 
is more l i kely about 35 r/h r .  

d .  Conclusions with regard to plenum component dose 
rates are as follows : 

0 

0 

0 

The dose rates from plenum components are 
high w i th respect to the leadscrew piece dose 
rates, and the dose rate assumed for head 
removal planning . As d i scussed in Refer
ence 2 ,  this pla·nning bas i s  dose rate , at a 
point five feet above the plenum cover plate 
and four feet ' beyond the inside d i ameter of · 

the vessel flang e ,  is 8 . 5  r/hr . As di scussed 
in Section 4 ,  the Quick Scan measurements 
indicate that the actual dose rate may be to 
about 75 r/h r ,  rather than 8 . 5  r/h r .  
According l y ,  operations which involve 
personnel exposure to radiat ion from plenum 
components need to be reevaluated. 

The high dose rates are apparently not 
related .to a layer of core debr i s  ortltop of 
the plenum cove r .  Th is is. shown in Figures 9 
and 1 0 ,  which compare the calculated dose 
rate profile for a layer of debr i s  on the 
plenum cover plate and the g uide assembly 
f i r s t  and second support plates , to the 
actual dose rates at positions B-8 and E-9 , 
respectively. As shown, i f  the dose rate 
were due to a layer of debr i s ,  a substantial 
peak would have been observed at the eleva
tion of the plenum cover plate . No such peak 
was observed at e i ther measurement location. 

The measured dose rates are qui t e  con s istent 
w i th having · surface contamination on vertical 
plenum component surfaces as well as hori zon
tal ones. This i s  shown i n  Figures 11 
and 12,  for locations B-8 and E-9 , respec-. 
tively. In particular1 these f igures compare 
actual dose rate to the dose rate profile 
predicted assuming surface contamination of 
the control rod guide assembly 8 inch ID tube 
plus the top and bottom of the f i r s t  and 
second support plates .  
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0 I t  should be noted that the Quick Scan 
result, i . e . ,  that doses are not caused by 
core debr i s ,  is cons i s tent w i th two other 
results . These include the TV inspection of 
the control rod g uide assembly dur ing the 
Quick Look exper iment ,  and the leadscrew 
measurements summa r i zed below. 

Results of measurements to date of the three sections 
removed from leadscrew H-8 a r e  summa r i zed in Table 1 ,  
and were obtained from References 3 and 4 ,  as well as 
from d i scussions with Mr . J .  Daniel of SAl . Behavior 
of the leadscrews is considered s i g n i f i cant ,  because i t  
may well be similar to that o f  the s t a i nless steel 
components of the plenum assembly. Based on these 
results and further evaluations described in Section 4 ,  
i t  is concluded that: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The leadscrew dose rates are due prima r i ly to 
cs-137 activ i t y ,  based on the results of a g amma 
scan of the three leadscrew section s .  

T h e  dose rate at contact w i th leadscrew surfaces 
i s  substantially h igher , i . e . , by at least a 
factor of 1 0 0 ,  than would be expected based on 
s u r f ace contami nation with fue l ,  or from CS-137 
present in a coolant f i lm on the leadscrew sur face 
dur ing leadscrew removal. Cesiu� has been concen
trated on the leadscrew surface by some mechanism, 
not yet defined . 

The cesium contamination on the leadscrews is 
tenacious , i . e . , most of the ces i um contamination 
remained on a leadscrew piece after 24 hours of 
soaking in clean wa ter . The ces i um is apparently 
t i ghtly bound into e i ther the leadscrew corrosion 
product f ilm or the base metal. 

. , 

One possible mechanism for the surface contamina
tion is intergranular attack by ces i um,  and forma
t ion of a stable cesium-chromium compound a t  g r a i n  
boundaries.  Th is type of attack was experienced 
d u r i ng EPRI sponsored work on LMFBR fuel with 
stainless steel cladding , as d iscussed i n  
Reference 5 .  

Overall conclusions w i th regard to the Quick Scan 
measurements are as follows : 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

The measured dose rates are most l i kely due to 
surface contamination of both vert ical and hor i 
zontal plenum assembly and head component 
surface s .  This i s  most l i kely a tightly adherent 
surface contamination by cesium in e i ther the 
oxide f i lm or base metal of the components, 
s imi lar to that found on removed leadscrews . 
Based on information obtained to date , i t  does not 
appear that this contamination can be r emoved by 
flushing or vacuuming under the head . 

The major concern i s  w i th plenum component surface 
contamination, i . e . ,  the components which would 
remain in place once the reactor vessel head i s  
removed , particularly dur ing the short per iod of 
time between head removal and f i l l i ng the indexing 
f i x ture w i th water . 

The dose rates of the reactor vessel head itself 
appear to be of the same order currently exper i 
enced at other plants . The .head i tself could 
l i kely be handled along the lines currently 
planned . 

The Quick Scan radiation result ( i . e . , that rad ia
tion is due to surface contamination instead of 
debr i s ) , is con s i s tent w i th the results of the TV 
inspect ion of the control rod g u ide assembly 
dur ing the Quick Look experiment ,  and also with 
the results of removed leadscrew piece 
evaluations . 

3 .  Recommendations 

TAAG recommends the following course of action: 

a .  Proceed with examination of the leadscrews which 
have already been removed. These examinations 
should include: 

0 The 9 inch section of leadscrew H-8 which has 
already been sent to Battelle PNL. Specific 
examinations were recommended to Battelle in 
Reference 6 ,  and i nclude ( 1 )  conf i rming that 
the surface contamination is cesium, 
( 2 )  determining the location of the contami� 

nation , e . g . ,  in the oxide f i lm or base metal 
of the leadscrew, { 3 )  determining the 
chemical form of the contamination, e . g . ,  is 
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0 

0 

i t  a stable cesium-chromium compound formed 
during interg ranular attack such as was 
experienced by the stai nless steel cladding 
of LMFBR fue l .  

PerfoTm a Gamma scan of the lower end of 
leadscrew H-8 , which has already been cut up 
into three sections, of 4 foo t ,  4 foo t ,  and 
about 30 inch leng ths.  The trans i tion region 
between 17-4 PH and 304 sta inless steel 
sections of the leadscrew should be examined 
closely for any evidence of d i fferences in 
sur face contamination. If d i f ferences are 
observed , metallographic examinations similar 
to those on the 17-4 PH leadscrew pieces 
should be performed on a 304 stainless steel 
section of the leadscrew, removed from just 
below the 17-4 PH threaded section of the 
leadscrew. The purpose of this examinat ion 
would be to establish whether the 304 
stainless steel and 17-4 PH materi als have 
been contaminated by the same mechanism. 

Obtain contact dose rate measurements along 
the full length of a removed leadscrew. The 
purpose of these examinations is to determine 
if the contamination varies a x i ally in a 
manner cons i s tent w i th the course of events 
dur ing the TMI-2 acciden t ,  e . g . ,  is 
contamination maximized at the interface 
between reactor coolant and the superheated 
steam bubble that e x i s ted before the reactor 
coolant pumps were restarted on the evening 
of March 2 9 ,  1979 . In add i tion , measurements 
of the upper end of the leadscrew could 
provide confi rmation that sur face 
contamination decreases at elevations near 
the reactor vessel head as impl ied by the 
Quick Scan measurements . 

b .  Proceed w i th further under-the-head examinat ions , 
primar ily to conf irm by visual inspection that the 
measured dose rates are not caused by debr i s  on 
the plenum cover . SpecitlUCally, i t  i s  recommended 
t h a t :  

0 B&W complete development of the plasma arc 
cutting tool , which i n i tial tests have shown 
to be prom i s i ng . 
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0 

0 

This tool should be used , following success
ful mockup demonstration, to cut a 2 . 1  inch 
ID leadscrew support tube . This should 
provide a relatively simple and quick means 
of obtaining access to the head area wi th 
minimum exposure to personnel .  

The TV camera employed for Quick Look be 
inser ted to v i sually inspect plenum component 
sur faces for any evidence of debr i s .  

c .  Per form evaluations of the impact on currently 
planned head removal operations , including 
indexing fi xture installation, of not having any 
water over the plenum components. Spe c i f ically , 
the evaluations should determine whether addi
tional shielding , long-handled tool s ,  etc . ,  could 
be employed to ma intain personnel exposures at an 
acceptable level dur ing the operation s .  

d .  Per form evaluations of methods for r a i s ing the 
reactor coolant system level as the reactor vessel 
head is removed so that the plenum can be covered 
by water for shielding . I t  i s  recommended these 
evaluat ions include: 

0 

0 

4. Discussion 

Feasibi l i ty of flooding the transfer canal in 
a time frame consistent w i th currently 
planned head remov a l ,  i . e . , by about June of 
1 9 8 3 .  

As an alternate , feasibility o f  install ing a 
leak-tight sleeve external to the reactor 
vessel head . 

a .  Summary of Quick Scan Results 

Enclosed Figure 1 shows the Quick Scan measurement 
locations. The measured g amma dose rates at lead
screw hole pos i tions B-8 and E-9 are shown in 
Fig ures 2 and 3,  respectively, and are shown 
super imposed in Fig ure 4 .  The measured dose rates 
at both locations are qu i te s imilar . The dose 
rates are highest i n  the reg ion of the plenum 
assembly components ,  i . e . , 5 0 0  to 600 r/hr i n  the 
reg ion from s i x  inches below to 12 inches above 
the plenum cover plate . _ The dose rates decrease 
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rapidly in the region f rom 12 inches above the 
cover plate to a value of about 200 r/hr a t  two 
feet above the cover plat e ,  which coresponds to 
about the lower end of the 2 . 1  inch ID leadscrew 
suppor t tubes. The dose rates decrease smoothly 
to a value of about SO r/hr at the ins ide surface 
of the reactor vessel head. · 

Various simple models have been employed to com
pare the measured dose rates to those which would 
be predicted for d i fferent types of sources . 
These are d i scussed further i n  Sections 4 . b  and 
4 . c .  Section 4 . b  covers the dose rates associated 
w i th reactor vessel head component s ,  i . e . ,  the 
2 . 1  inch ID leadscrew support tubes and the inside 
sur face of the head i ts e l f .  Section 4 . c  covers 
the dose rates associated w i th the plenum assembly 
components , including the plenum cover plate and 
the eight inch ID control rod g u ide assembly tube. 

Several common assumptions have been applied �o 
the evaluations . These a r e :  

0 

0 

0 

All radiation , whether f �om surface contami
nation or from core debr i s ,  is due to Cs-13 7  
g ammas a t  an energy o f  0 . 66 2  mev .  

Water i s  present w i thin the vessel at room 
temperatu r e ,  i e . , i t s  dens i ty i s  1 g ram per 
cubic centimeter . 

Various physical constants , e . g . ,  macroscopic 
absorption coef ficients,  buildup factor s ,  
flux-to-dose rate conve r s ions , e tc . , are 
obtained from Reference 7 .  

b .  Reactor Vessel Head and Leadscrew Support Tube 
Dose Rate Contribut ions 

Dose rates due to vessel head components are cal
culated assuming an amount of surface contamina
t ion equivalent to that found on the three 
sections of leadscrew H-8 ,  i . e . ,  equivalent to a 
contact dose rate on the leadscrew of about 
SO r/hr . Two cases were analyzed. 

In the f i r s t  cas e ,  shown in Fig ure S ,  . i t  i s  
assumed that surface contamination is present on 

. the inside surface of the reactor vessel head, and 
also on the inside and outside surfaces of the 
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leadscrew support tube . As shown in Figure 5 ,  
surface contami nation on the head inside surface 
of the same magni tude as on the support tube would 
cause a dose rate peak near the head sur face . 
Such a peak was not measu r ed .  According l y ,  i t  
appears that contamination of the head inside 
surface is small with respect to contamination on 
the support tube surface s .  

In the second cas e ,  shown i n  Figure 6 ,  i t  i s  
assumed that surface contamination is present only 
on the inside and outside surfaces of the lead
screw suppor t tubes . As shown, this results in a 
dose rate of about 160 r/hr from the head sur face 
down to about s i x  inches above - the bot tom end of 
the support tube . By compa r i son with the actual 
dose rates , the assumed amount of surface contami
nation i s  too high over the upper end of the 
s upport tube near the reactor vessel head . 

The calculated dose shown in Figure 6 i s  lower 
than measured at the bottom end of the support 
tube s .  However , th i s  calculated dose does not 
include any contribution from plenum component s .  
As shown later , i f  a plenum contr ibut ion i s  added 
to support tube contamination , calculated doses at 
the lowe r - end of the support tube are about equal 
to the measured dose rates . 

The dose rates to be expected w i th the reactor 
vessel head removed and on its storage stand have 
also been calculated. In particular ,  the dose has 
been calculated at a point 18 inches below the 
bot tom of the leadscrews and at the center of the 
head , for compar i son to• the dose rate measured at 
Oconee-! at the same loca tion s .  The dose rates 
are calculated by summing the contributions from 
a l l  69 leadscrews and their suppo r t  tube s .  The 
spec i f ic geometry and major assumptions employed 
for the calculations , as well as the calculation 
r esults, are shown in Figures 7 and B. Figure 7 
contains an upper limit estimate of the dose rate, 
while Figure 8 contains a more realistic "best 
e s t imate" value. As shown, the calculated dose 
rate is in the range of 3 5  to 1 8 5  r /h r .  I t  i s  the 
s ame order of mag ni tude as the Oconee-1 dose rate 
of 35 r/hr . 
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c .  Plenum Assembly Dose Rate Con t r i but ions 

Dose rates in the vicinity of plenum components 
are calculated assuming two d i f ferent k i nds of 
sources. 

In the f i r s t  cas e ,  i t  is assumed that only the top 
s i de of hori zontal surfaces i s  contaminated , which 
i s  what one would expect i f  the dose rates were 
caused by core debris sett ling out of reactor 
coolant.  Calculated results , shown in Figures 9 
and 1 0  for pos i tions B-8 and E-9 , respectively, 
a r e  based on assuming �ebr i s  on the plenum 
assembly cover plate and on the f i rs t  and second 
suppor t plates of the control rod g u i d e  assembly. 
The magnitude of the dose rate is set by normal
i z ing to the peak measured value , i . e . ,  i t  i s  
assumed that the maximum calculated dose equals 
the max imum measured dose . The s i g n i f icance of 
the calculated values is in the shape of the 
curve s .  In particular , they show that i f  dose 
r ates were due only to hor i zontal sur face debris 
accumulation, a s i g n i f i cant peak should have been 
observed at the elevation of the plenum cover 
plate . No such peaking was measured. 

In the second case , it is assumed that vert ical 
sur faces as well as hor i zontal surfaces are 
contaminated. The calculated value s ,  shown in 
Figures 11 and 11 for locations B-8 and E-9 , 
respectively, assume i n  particular that the dose 
i s  due prima r i ly to sur face contamination on the 
ins ide surface of the eight inch control rod g u ide 
assembly tube , and the top and bottom surfaces of 
the f i r s t  and second suppor t  plates . Ag a i n ,  the 
calculated results are normali zed to the maximum 
mesured values, so that the s ig n i f icance of the 
results is in the shape of the curves . As shown , 
the measured values are quite cons i s tent w i th 
having surface contamination on ver tical plenum 
component sur faces as well as hor i zontal one s .  

The combined dose rates ; i . e . the dose rates from 
plenum components as calculated above and the dose 
r a tes from the leadscrew suppor t tubes as 
calculated i n  Section 4 . b ,  are shown i n  Figure 1 3  
for posi t ion B-8 . The calculated dose rates show 
f a irly good agreement w i th the measured dose 
r a tes . 
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Finally, the dose rates which would be expected 
f rom plenum components once the reactor vessel 
head is removed have been calculated . In 
particular , the dose rate has been calculated at a 
point f i ve feet above the center of the plenum 
cover plate , and also a t  a d i stance four feet 
beyond the inside d i ameter of the reactor vessel 
and f i ve feet above the plenum cover plate. The 
dose rates are calculated by summing the 
cont r i butions from the 69 control rod g u i d e  
assemblies and the plenum cover plate , when no 
water is present above these components. The 
specific geometry and major assumptions employed 
for the calculations , as well as the calculataion 
result s ,  are shown in f i g u r e  1 4 .  As shown , the 
calculated dose rate f ive feet above the 
centerline of the plenum components is about 350 
r/h r .  The calculated dose r ate a t  the "planning 
bas i s "  location , i . e .  four feet beyond the inside 
d iameter of the reactor vessel and f ive feet up, 
is about 75 r/hr . Accord ing l y ,  the est imated dose 
r a te is about a factor of n i ne higher than the 
•planning bas i s " dose rate of 8 . 5  r/hr . 

d .  Leadscrew Piece Evaluations 

Results of measurements to date by SAl of the 
three sections removed from leadscrew H-8 a r e  
s ummar ized i n  Table 1 .  These results are con
t a i ned in par t  in References 3 and 4 .  Add i t ional 
results, pertaining to the e ffectiveness of 
var ious decontamination techn iques , were obtained 
from d i scussions w i th M r .  J .  Daniel of SAI .  

In summary, three pieces were cut from the lower 
half of leadscrew H-8 which was removed for the 
Quick took experiment. The elevations of the 
r emoved pieces with the leadscrew i n  i ts scram 
pos i t ion are approximately as follows � 

0 F i r s t  nine inch piece : 

Top end : Seven inches above bottom end 
of 2 . 1  inch ID support tube 

Bottom end : At top of control rod guide 
assembly 

0 Second nine inch piece : 
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• 

Top end : A t  top of control rod g u ide 
assembly 

Bottom end : One foot above plenum cover 
plate 

Twelve inch piece : 

Top end : One foot above plenum cover 
plate 

Bottom end : At plenum cover plate 

Contact dose rate measurements on the removed 
pieces showed dose rates of 3 0 ,  50 and 60 r/hr for 
the f i rst and second nine-inch pieces and the 12-
inch piece , respec tively . Subsequent g amma scans 
of each piece showed that the dose was due p r i 
mar i ly to cs-137 . 

In add ition ,  g amma scan results for cer ium 1 4 4  
were used based on a correlation of cer ium to 
plutonium act ivity in fue l ,  to e s t imate an amount 
of fuel present on the leadscrew surface s .  The 
amount of fuel var i ed from about 0 . 2  g r ams for the 
f i r s t  nine-inch piece to 0 . 9  g r ams for the 12-inch 
piece . It should be noted that this is a small 
amount of fuel which would· not be v i s i ble to the 
naked eye . I t  correspond s ,  for example , to a 
layer of fuel one-tenth of a mil thick (or 0 . 0 001 
inches th ick) on the top of the leadscrew thread 
s u rfaces . 

Evaluations were performed by TAAG to determine i f  
the measured dose rates could be explained by a 
s t r a ightforward mechanism.  It was f i r st assumed 
that the dose rate i s  the result of the measured 
amount of fuel on a leadscrew, i . e . , 0 . 9  g r ams.  
The fuel was assumed to contain all of i ts initial 
cesium, i . e . ,  any leaching was neglected, which 
over-est imates the amount of cesium presen t .  The 
calculated contact dose rate for these assumptions 
is about 0 . 6  r/hr , or a factor of 1 0 0  below the 
actual dose rate. 

I t  was next assumed that the dose rate is the 
result of cesium contained i n  water present on 
leadscrew sur faces when the leadscrew was r emoved 
from the reactor vessel .  I n  part icula r ,  a 1 0  mil 
thick layer of coolant a t  about 20 microcur ies per 
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ml of cesium 137 was assumed to e x i s t  on the lead
screw. The calculated contact dose rate for these 
assumptions is about 0 . 0 6 r/h r ,  or a factor of 
1 , 0 0 0  below the actual dose r a t e .  
I t  is apparent that the leadscrew dose rates are 
not due to fuel present on the leadscrew, or due 
�cesium present in a water f i lm on the leadscrew 
when i t  was removed from the vessel .  Cesium has 
been concentrated on the leadscrew surface by some 
other mechanism, not yet defined . 

After the three leadscrew pieces were removed from 
containment ,  attempts were made to decontaminate 
the 12-inch piece using progress ively severe tech
n i ques . These included ( 1 )  soaking the leadscrew 
for 24 hours in deborated water , ( 2 )  soaking for 
1-1/2 hours in borated water at 3 , 7 0 0  ppm, 
{ 3 )  soaking for 1-1/2 hours in n i tr i c  acid . 

A rough measure of the e f fectiveness of these 
treatments is g iven by the dose rate measurements 
i n  Table 1 .  I t  should be noted that the i n i tial 
dose rate was a contact value a t  the leadscrew 
surface, whereas subsequent measurements were a t  
contact with the PVC container which held the 
piece . SAI has indicated the reported measure
ments would be roughly twice the indicated value 
if actual contact measurements had been mad e .  

The reported results indicate that the i n i t ial 
water soaks had very l i ttle ef fect on the cesium · 
contamination . The soak in n i t r i c  acid reduced 
the contamination by about a factor of f i ve .  

I t  is concluded from these results that the cesium 
contamination on the leadscrews is tenacious . The 
cesium may be tightly bound in the leadscrew oxide 
f i lm or in the base metal .  
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TABLE 1 

LEADSCREW PIECE MEASUREMENTS 

Parameter 

1. Measured value (by SAI ) of leadscrew 
pieces 

• 

• 

• 

Contact dose rate 

cs-137 a c t i v i ty 

Fuel on leadscrew pieces 
(based on Ce-1 4 4 )  

2 .  Predicted dose rate 

• 

• 

Assuming 0 . 9  g fuel on 
leadscrew, no leaching 

Assuming evaporation of 
0 . 010 inch th ick water f i l m ,  
a t  20 microcu ries/ml , o n  
leadscrew surface 

3 .  Measured contact dose rates on 
12-inch p i ece after var ious 
decontamination s teps 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Before decontamination 

A f t e r  24-hour soak in clean water 

1-1/2-hour soak i n  bor.
ated water 

1-1/2-hour soak in n i t r i c  acid 

Value 

30-60 r/hr 

0 . 1 2  to 0 . 4 7 C i  

0 . 2  t o  0 . 9  g 
( 0 . 9  g corresponds 

to a 1/10 m i l  thick 
layer o f  fuel on 

top thread surfaces) 

0 . 6  r/hr 

0 . 06 r/hr 

60 r/hr 

28 r/hr < 1 >  

2 7  r/hr < 1 >  

5 r/hr ( l }  

( 1 )  These measurements were made f rom t h e  outs ide sur face of the 
PVC p i pe containing the 1eadscrew piece,  r a ther than a t  
contact. Per SAI , actual contact doses could be about two 
times a s  h igh as these values ,  e . g . ,  5 6  r/hr af ter a 24-hour 
soak i n  clean wate r .  
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Mr . J .  c .  Devine 
GPU Nuclear 

MPR ASSOCIATES. INC. 

TMI Nuclear Station 
Post Off ice Box 4 8 0  
Middletown , Pennsylvania 17057 

Subject : TMI-2 Quick Scan Results 

Dear Mr . Devine : 

March 4 ,  1983 

As we d iscussed during the T�G meeting of Fe9ruary 23-
2 5 ,  1 9 8 3 ,  the MPR and GPUN dose rate estimates for various 
head removal operations have been quite cons istent. The one 
d i screpancy, however ,  was the "planning bas i s "  dose r a te ,  
and the purpose of th is letter i s  to resolve this 
d i screpancy. 

The "planning basis" dose rate is at a location four 
feet beyond the periphery of the reactor vessel inside 
diamete r ,  and f i ve feet above the vessel flang e .  Our 
o r ig i nal estimate for this dose rate was about 7 5  R/hr , 
while GPUN estimated th is dose rate to be in the range of 6 
to 1 2  R/hr . By comparison, a dose rate of 8 . 5  R/hr was 
employed by Bechtel in developing plans for head r emoval.  

We have reviewed the reasons for the di screpancy , and 
d i scussed them last week w i th the GPUN per sonnel involved in 
performing the dose rate calculations. Based on these 
d i scuss ions and other calculations we have performed, we 
conclude that the dose rate i s  most l i kely to be about 4 0  
R/hr . The r e asons for the d i f fe r ences between this value 
and or i g i nal values estimated by MPR and GPUN can be br iefly 
summa r i zed as follows: 

0 The o r ig inal MPR calculations of dose r ates from the 
69 control rod g uide assemblies which protrud� above 
the plenum cover plate did not include any self
shielding effects - i . e . , the shielding provided to 
the central assembl ies by the �ssemblies near the 
edg e of the plenum cover pla t e .  When this self
shielding is taken into account we estimate the dose 
to be about 2 5  R/hr . 

1050 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, N. W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 2.02-659-2320 
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The GPUN calculation accounted for self-shielding by 
"homogenizing" the 69 control rod �uide assemblies : 
i . e .  by assuming that all the metal of the assemblies 
is spread uniformly over a cylinder which has the 
same height as the guide assembli e s ,  and an outside 
radius equal to the d istance from the plenum 
centerline to the outeimost guide assembly. We 
cons i der that this over est imates �he self-shielding 
e ffects, si nce it does not account for streaming 
wh ich occurs through the spaces between adj acent 
control rod guide assemblies . This results in an 
underestimate of the dose rate.  

N e i ther the MPR or GPUN calculations accounted for 
the dose rate contributions from components located 
below the plenum cover plate but above the vessel 
water level. We understand the water level will be 
on the order of 12 inches below the vessel flange to 
ensure that no overflow occurs .  Under th is 
cond i tion, the deep beams of the plenum assembly are 
exposed , and ·we estimate they could contribute about 
1 0  to 15 R/hr to the dose rate.  Thus , the · total 
est imated dose rate could be about 4 0  R/h r ,  i . e .  
2 5  R/hr from plenum components above the cover plate 
and 15 R/hr fr.om components below the cover plate. 

In summary, our current best estimate for the "planning 
bas i s "  dose rate is 40 R/hr .  The additional under head 
examinations which are to be carried out this month will 
provide additional information with regard to expected dose 
rates . Once agreement is reached on the expected dose rate , 
Bechtel can then proceed w i th a rev iew of current head 
removal procedures to determine if any changes are needed to 
accommodate the higher dose rate . 

Please call if you have any questions with regard to 
this letter . 

cc: H. Burton, DOE 
V .  Fr icke , GPUN 
W .  Hamilton, TAAG 

Sincerely , 

David G .  Strawson 





IX. Refueling Canal Clean-up Systems 

Refueling canal cleanup was considered as a part of the broader question 

of maintaining water quality in the reactor vessel and both canals 

during defueling . TAAG notes that significant progress has been made in 

this regard during the period of this report. Major actions have been: 

(1) the development by GPU/Bechtel of source terms for soluble 

radioactivity and suspended solids for purposes of system design; (2) 

conceptual design of cleanup systems for the reactor vessel and the 

canal waters based upon these source terms; and (3) the formation of a 

Debris Oefueling Working Group by EG&G/TIO . 

The source terms for soluble radioactive species are dominated by 

Cs ;1t6r this nuclide a continuous appearance rate of 2 Ci/oay was 

selected, with occasional radioactivty spikes of 20 Ci contemplated. 

The 2 Ci/day continuous rate for 137cs is consistent with previous 

TAAG recommendations, as is the 20 Ci spike estimate. GPUN/Bechtel has 

estimated that some 32,000 lbs of debris is located in the reactor 

vessel which is of a size range sufficiently small to be suspended 

d uring defueling operations. However, the fraction of this inventory 
which will in fact be suspended during defueling will depend upon the 

extent to which the oebris bed is agitated. GPUN/Bechtel expects that 

not more than 1% of the suspendible debris inventory would be dispersed 

by any defueling operation .  Moreover, rapid settling of a large 

fraction of the suspended material can be expected; ignoring settling of 

any o f  the 320 lbs. of suspended material thus results in significant 

conservatism. GPUN/Be chtel has shown that reduction of suspended solids 
concentration corresponding to 320 lbs. of debris to an acceptable level 

of clarity (1 ppm) can be realized in reasonable periods of time for 
various contaminated volume configurations if a processing rate of 400 
gpm is employed. Although the estimates assume perfect filtration of 
the solids, this fQctor is compensated by neglect of settling within the 

contaminated volume. 
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A sintered porous metal filter system had been described which seems to 

be particularly promising; TAAG endorses that development of this 
concept. 

An approach which is similar (and likewise reasonable has been made to 

establish source terms for use in the design of the cleanup systems for 

the refueling canal and spent fuel pool. Based upon this approach , 

conceptual design of the cleanup systems has progressed. 

TAAG recommends that the present conceptual design efforts continue. 

In addition to the development of systems designed to maintain water 

quality in the reactor vessel and pools, efforts are also underway to 

remove the debris within the core region. Efforts in this regard have 

been initiated both by EG&G/TIO . TAAG studies are being conducted at 

Westinghouse Hanford and Burns & Roe. EG&G/TIO has formed a Debris 

Defueling Working Group for this purpose. 

The TAAG study at Burns and Roe will consider the interrelationships 

between the new water cleanup and core debris handling systems ana the 
other water treatment systems installed in the plant . This stuay will 
incluae consideration of the necessary independence of the various 

systems. Although interaction of the participants is encouraged, TAAG 

c oncurs with the continued independent development of the individual 

systems at this stage of development. 

TAAG will continue to provide assistance and advice in the aevelopment 

of the systems. 
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X. Man-Rem Dose Re-Assessment 

DurirY:J the period of this report GPU/Bechtel presel"\ted to TAAG the 

results of their recent reassessment of the predicted Man-Rem exposure 

associated the TMI-2 clean up. This reassessment was performed using 

the assumption that the "Base Cost Program Reassessment" funding level 

would exist. In addition, · the clean-up activities covered by this dose 

reassessment end with plant activity levels comparable to other 

operating nuclear plants and do not include decommissioning or 

.reconstruction activities. 

The results of this reassessment predict a Man-Rem exposure in the range 

of 16,000 to 28,000 Man-Rem (See table I ) .  GPUN ' s  previous ( October 

1981) estimates was 9,300 to 24,000 Man-Rem and the PElS estimate in 

March 1981 was 2,000 to 8,000 Man-Rem. The increase in predicted 
exposure is a result of the additional information obtained curing the 

calendar year 1982 clean-up activities. 

A1 though the results of tl1is reassessment represent a best estimate 

evaluation based upon the i nformation available at the end of 1982, it 

is recognized that there still exists many unknown which could result in 

a significant change in the predicted exposure levels. In particular 

these unknowns include; 

1. The effect of the -recently discovered plate-out of Cesium in the 

pressure vessel head reyion has not been included in this study . 

2 .  Tl1e exposure estimates are sensitive to the success ana exposure 

cost to decontaminate the 282' elevation. A large uncertainty 

exists in predicting these values. 

3. The reassessment assumes that the defueling will follow the 

predicted path. If difficulties occur, such as a warped plenum, 

additional exposure would oe expected. 
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4 .  The lower regions of the core have not been explored and 

unanticipated damage may require further in-plant work . 

Based upon the uncertainties inherent in this study, some of which 

are identified above, it is the judgement of the TAAG members that 

the actual Man-Rem estimate for the plant clean-up might be 
significantly greater than the value obtained from this study-as 

much as two to four times the amount in the GPU/Bechtel study. 
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Ml\N-REM SLMMARY 

TAELE I 

TMI-2 PRCXiRAM REASSESS�T 
W\N-REM ESTIMI\TE 

JANUARY 1983 

SUBTOTAL 

Decontamination 9826 

Reactor Disassembly and Defueling 4182 

Radioactive waste Management 1210 

Support Facilities and Systems 135 

Plant Stability ana Safety 1226 

Radiological Controls 3317 

Expended Thru 12/31/82 1467 

Total 21363 
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ASSESSED RANGE 

6800 - 12800 

3000 - 5500 

850 - 1600 

100 - 180 

850 - 1600 

2300 - 4350 

1467 

16000 - 28000 





XI. Addenda to the Third TAAG Report 

The Third TAAG report covering the period of July - September 1982, 

discussed in section V.B .II.b.  the testing of  the Polar Crane Rigging. 

The followng Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company inter-office 

memo dated 2/1/83 revises the TAAG recommendations relative to testing. 
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Deacidified using the Bookkeeper process. 

Neutralizing agent Magnesium Oxide 

Trealnlenl Date: Feb. 2007 

Preservation Technologies 
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N� 26 (3321 120) 

TO: 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Reference : 

INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION 
NEWPORT HEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY 

W .  H .  Hamilton 

Information 

E .  F .  S i s e ,  J r .  

A Tennece C.Mponr 

FILE NO. TMI-2 

DATE 2/1/83 

TAAG Research and Recommendations - Change o f  Recommenda tion 
for Load Testing Rigging for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Removal 

( a )  TAAG Research and Recommendations Pertaining t o  TMI-2 -
Reactor Vessel Closure Head Removal - Progre s s  Made During 
July - September Meeting Period 

Paragraph 1 1 . 2  o f  reference ( a )  state s ,  "This rigging should be 
tested using a t e s t  load which is one and one-half times the weight of the 
reactor vessel head, or is at least a s  great as the crane ' s  static test 
load. I f  practica l ,  this test ing may be conducted in conjunction with the 
static load test ing of the crane using the missile shield hold-down bol t s . "  
Further investigat ion has revealed that i t  may not be practical t o  adapt 
the closure head rigging to the mi s s i l e  shield hold-down bolts for load 
testing. Minor items, only, may be removed from the containment for load 
testing to one and one-half times the weight to which they w i l l  be subjected 
during the l i f t ing operation. 

Based on the above, Paragraph 1 1 . 2  o f  reference ( a )  is rewritten 
as f o l lows : 

"2 . Rigging . TAAG recommends that the rigging be visually inspected 
for defects such as abnormal wear, distortion, cracks or other 
degradation of load bearing parts and trial fitted to the crane 
hook prior to use to ensure that the equ ipment is in good condition 
and that a l l  points fit and operate as designed. This rigging 
should be tested, e i ther statically or dynamically in conjunction 
with, and using the same t e s t  loads as those used for the crane 
load t e s t ( s ) .  Fol lowing the load test ( s )  and preceeding the reactor 

vessel c losure head l i f t ,  the rigging should be re-subjected to, 
at minimum, a thorough visual inspection. Any defects found during 
this inspection should be compared with the condition found during 
the initial inspection to determine if the defects were caused 
by load testing. If any defects which could adversely affect the 
load-carrying capab i l i ty of the rigging are found, they should 
be repaired and the rigging should be re-tested and reinspected. 
Upon s a t i s factory final inspection , · the rigging is considered 
acceptable for u s e . "  
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